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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TITLE: Strategic Mobility--Is Emphasis Still Neoded? AUTHORS:

John W. Dalton, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF and Larry G. Radov,

Lieutenant Colonel, USAF.

Our strategic mobility capabilities have been a widely

debated and controversial issue--do we have enough lift capa-

bility to get what is raeded, where it's needed, in time to

make a difference? The mili+-ary strategy of the US is

critically dependent on ,ur &.'ility to rapidly deploy and

sustain combat forces worldwide. The concept of deterrence is

an important element of this military strategy. If it is to

remain effective, potential enemies must not only recognize our

readiness but also our ability to quickly project forces. We

rely upon a strategic mobility triad (strategic airlift and

sealift, and prepositioning) to accomplish this crucial task.

This triad faces significant shortfalls in view of other

current requirements. Will the changing global environment

favor or worsen these mobility shortfalls?

This study, intended as a guide for the Joint Flag

Officer Warfighting Course, includes synopses of selected

journal articles and excerpts of other sources. It reviews the

current state of our strategic mobility triad, its perceived

future requirements, and how both may be affected by the

changing international scene.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The role of strategic mobility in any scenario leading

up to and including warfighting is becoming more critical as we

move into the multipolar world of the 1990s. The methods of

waging war are based on genevally accepted truths referred to

as the principles of war. When :ipplied in the context of the

principles of war, strategic lift has been a key element in

many successes across the spectrum of conflict.

The global military strategy of the US is based on the

forward deployment of forces in peacetime and the forward

positioning of equipment for CONUS-based, reinforcement forces.

To implement this strategy the US must maintain the ability to

rapidly deploy troops, equipment, and supplies to any worldwide

location should our deterrent strategy fail.
1

This study focuses on US strategic mobility capability.

It examines the question, "Is emphasis still needed on

projecting and sustaining military forces in the context of the

changing international environment?" Recent world developments

have signaled the possibility of east-west force reductions and

increases in warning times for surprise attack. These

developments, coupled with fiscal constraints and a widely
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anticipated peace-dividend, are adding pressure on the elements

of the US strategic mobility triad. This triad consists of

airlift, sealift, and prepositioned forces.

The results of this investigation on strategic mobility

are divided into three chapters. The remainder of this initial

chapter looks in detail at the air, sea, and prepositioned

elements of the strategic mobility tripd. Chapter II provides

synopses of articles on strategic mobility and associated areas

that impact the subject now and will do so in the future. The

final chapter analyzes the strengths and weaknesses in US

strategic mobility and provides the rationale for continued

emphasis. This analysis is done in light of the broad changes

and challenges, many identified in the Chapter -i articles, now

facing the US.

Airlift Capabilities

The airlift leg of the strategic mobility triad is

unique in that it offers speed and flexibility when projecting

and sustaining personnel and material. In a prolonged

conflict, airlift is limited because it can carry only 5
2

percent of the dry cargo required. 2However, airlift is key,

because it will move 100 percent of the requirements through

day 15 of a conflict in the form of tactical Eighter units and

combat units.3 Airlift assets must be re.Ady to deploy this

combat power early in a crisis to serve as a deterrent or

actually to deploy a credible fighting force.
4
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The intertheater airlift capacity available in time of

war is a combination of Air Force Military Airlift Command

(MAC) operated aircraft and civilian assets mobilized through

the Civil Reserve Airline Fleet (CRAF). As a result of a

congressionally mandated mobility study (CMMS) in 1981, a

fiscally constrained goal of 66 million ton-miles per day

(MTM/D) of airlift was established. This goal was a

significant increase over the 29 MTM/D that previously

existed.
5

Since the CMMS, slow progress has increased the US

strategic airlift capability. MAC has stretched the C-141 and

added an inflight air refueling capability. In addition,

replacing the wings of the C-5A has extended its service life.

The Air Force has also acquired 50 C-5B aircraft and 44 KC-10

airctraft. The 44 KC-10s complemented the 16 KC-10s previously

purchased to increase air refueling capability. The C-5Bs and

KC-10s provide additional outsized cargo capacity that the Army

needs when deploying. 6 The delivery of the last C-5B in April

1989 brought the Air Force's strategic lift capability up to 49

MTM/D. 7 The acquisition of the C-17 will add capacity but,

with program delays, the new aircraft will just offset the lost

capacity from retiring C-141s. 8 The prospects of reaching the

66 MTh/I) goal have been pushed into the next century.
9

The CRAF currently provides 16 of the 49 MTM/D of

available strategic airlift. This translates into 95 percent

of the Department of Defense's passenger requirement and 20
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10
percent of the cargo load-.- Through the CRAP enhancement

program, CRAF aircraft will provide 20- MTM/1) of the nation's

airlift goal by the year 2000. The CRAF enhancement program

encourages airlines to add cargo convertability features to

their wide-body passenger aircraft by DOD paying for the

modification as well as increased operating costs. i t The coft

for these enhancements is about one-sixth the cost of military

ownership.

The CRAF augments MAC during emergency situations. The

aircraft are made available in three stages. Stage I is

activated by CINCMAC during a committed expansion with -up to 50

aircraft. Stage II is activated by the Secretary of Defense

and includes 116 aircraft for use in an airlift emergency.

Stage III, activated by the President, offers 400 aircraft for

national emergencies. 12

Sealift Capabilities

Sealkft is the second component of the US strategic

mobility triad-. While airlift is an essential ingredident of

mobility forces, sealift adds to the spectrum of cargo lift

capability by providing diversification and mobility

alternatives. The primary advantage of sealift is its payload

capacity and ability to accommodate oversized military

equipment -unable to fit on airlift.- This factor becomes

increasingly important as the Army gets harder to move. Any

major, long-term overseas deployment would require sealift to

deliver about 95 percent of all dry cargo and about 99 percent
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of all petroleum- pioducts. 1  For example, five cargo ships

could carry the complete 101st Airborne (Air Assault) Division.

To accomplish the same mission by air wnuld require 1,600 C-5

and C-141 sorties. During the 1973 Yom Kippur -War, one ship

delivered more supplies than airlift had in the previous 19

days. However, the ship arrived after the ceasefire was

signed. 1 4  Thus, sealift's primary limitation oC speed must be

considered by those planning force projection operations. But,

sealift does provide the only viable means to maintain the flow

of resupply material necessary to sustain forces in combat.

The US's strategic sealift comes from three major

sources. The Navy's Military Sealift Command (MSC) operates a

fleet of dry cargo ships- and tankers. The US Maritime

Administration maintains the National Defense -Reserve Fleet

(NDRF)-. Approximately 200- surplus cargo vessels placed in

storage for recall in times of national mobilization make up

the NDRF. The final and largest source of military sealift is

US registered commercial ships, which consists of about 450

15active,- oceangoing vessels. However, significant problems

with the US maritime industry have resulted in a major shortage

of national sealift capacity and it's getting worse.

First, many of the ships in the NDRF are World War II

vintage Victory-class ships and require more than 60 days'

notice for reactivation. Within the NDRF is a special Ready

Reserve Force (RRF) component of 94 merchant ships with high

military support capabilities. These RRF ships can be quickly
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activated and deployed to ]oading herl-hs on 5 to 20 days'

notice. Tihis RRF component is hardly aii ide.il sollition though.

To acquire, convert, and maintain these VRI' vessels, which will

sit idle until needed, costs the Navy approximately $150

million per year. This expense will increase as the RRF f].eeL

is expanded. 16

A second problem is a critical shortage of seafarers.

A fleet of idle, government-owned ships does not sustain an

active seafaring work force. A recent study predicts that as

the RRF expands, a growing shortage of seafarers needed to crew

the ships during mobilization will occur. A shortage of 8,000

seafarers in the US merchant marine is predicted by 1992.17

As stated earlier, the US registered cominer' Lal fleet

is the largest source of military sealift az'l i.ts cap,'bilities

have been deteriorating for decades. A L, 224-ship fleet

maintained in 1950 has decreased to a 454-ship fleet in 1987.

Our fleet is no longer competitive in the international market

and now ranks eleventh in worldwide shipping.

The shipbuilding and repair industry has also declined

to an all time low that could probably not meet wartime needs.

In 1980, 142 oceangoing commercial ships were being built in 19

shipyards. Currently, nine shipyards are still in business and

no oceangoing commercial ships are under construction. 19

To maintain the capability to deploy and sustain forces

worJ.dwide, we must address and solve the problems faci.ng our
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maritime industry. Resolution. of these problems requires

coordinated action between the government and private industry.

Prepositioned Materials

2repositioning is the third leg of strategic mobility.

The fact that it offsets airlift's limited capacity and

sealift's slow delivery time makes it an essential part of the

US forward defense strategy. Prepositioning, the storage of

equipment and supplies in regions of the world where armed

confrontation is most likely, is accomplished in several
20

ways.

One of the most recognized methods is the

"prepositioning of material configured in unit sets" (POMCUS).

These sets of equipment are currently located predominantly in

Europe while their fighting units are stationed in the CONUS.

The "maritime prepositioning ships" (MPS) programs is a concept

of prepositioning Marine supplies aboard ships to support con-

tingency operations. These 13 cargo vessels are controlled by

the MSC and organized into three squadrons (one each in the

Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic Oceans). Each squadron can

support a Marine Amphibious Brigade of 16,600 personnel for 30

days. The Army, Navy, and Air Force also have "afloat

prepositioning forces" (APF) which are controlled by the MSC.

These 12 ships are located in the Mediterranean Sea and the

Indian and Pacific Oceans.
2 1

Prepositioning, like the other arms of strategic

mobility, has its strengths and weaknesses. Its greatest
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advantage is allowing forces into combat fsLer. Tjr:oops Carl be

airlifted to join up with their equipment, thus avoiding the

long delays associated with sealift. However, these stockpiles

of war material are vulnerable to air attacks, yround attacks,

and sabatoge during hostilities. The MPS and APF are

vulnerable to submarines, mines, and are extremely vulnerable
22

targets during extended off-loading at fixed port facilities.

Funding, storing, and maintaining these forward-based supplies

is also a major detractor. In spite of these drawbacks,

prepositioning has proven through realistic exercises that it

works and serves as a deterrent.
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CHAPTER II

SYNOPSES AND ARTICLES

This chapter reviews the current literature on

strategic mobility. The review focuses on articles that probe

strategic mobility and closely associated areas. The articles

address strategic lift's ability to react and meet a wide range

of demands as well as its relevance in the context of the

changing world. Eight articles were selected for this chapter.

A synopsis of each article is followed by a copy of the

article.
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"Getting There" by Jeffrey Record. pLt jt . 18, no. 2 (June
1988): 89-95.

Thesis: US forces have a long-standing strategic mobility
shortfall. Military forces count for little in wartime if
they cannot be used when and where needed.

Background

The US is unique by having extensive and binding
military obligations beyond its own continent, yet faces
no military threat to its homeland requiring large
military forces on its own territory.

For the US, getting to the scene of action is, in most
cases, as much a concern as fighting once there.

-- Over 350,000 men, including four US Army divisions and
28 tactical fighter squadrons in Europe, are meeting the
most demanding US commitment.

Another 32 tactical fighter squadrons and seven
divisions, including one Marine amphibious brigade,
are retained In the US for rapid reinforcement of
Europe.

Current US force planning goals call for
delivery within 10 days.

Four divisions have equipment sets already
stockpiled in Europe.

-- For Korea and Japan, two divisions are deployed and two
additional divisions are reserved in the US for Asian
contingencies.

-- The deployed European and Asian forces have advantages
and disadvantages.

The advantages are the forces have greater
deterrent value and can respond more quickly
requiring less strategic mobility.

The disadvantages are the forces cannot be readily
transferred to another theater, and they are
vulnerable to terrorist attack.

Present US Strategic Airlift Shortfall

-- Current aggregate airlift capacity Is 48.5 million ton-
miles per day (MTM/D). This would increase to 66 MTM/D
with the acquisition of the C-17.

12



The JCS have a requirement of 150 MTM/D for NATO's
reinforce. at and a need for a 98 MTM/D capability to
support a regional conflict in Southwest Asia not
directly involving Soviet forces.

Present US Strategic Sealift Capability

-- The Marine Corps has enough amphibious shipping to carry
into an assault only one of its three assault trained
divisions.

--- This specialized shipping is scattered around the
world.

Reasons for Critical Strategic Lift Shortage

-- Strategic mobility, particularly airlift, is very
expensive.

No service likes to spend procurement dollars on things
designed primarily to help another service.

Some federal lawmakers associate strategic lift with
undesirable US military intervention in distant places
and want to limit it.

Army's inattention, at least until recently, to airlift
considerations when designing weapons and equipment.

Options for Reducing Critical Shortfall of US Lift
Capabilities

-- Cut force structure and apply the savings to production
of additional cargo ships and military transport
aircraft.

Reduce the size and weight of Army forces slated for
early deployment overseas by airlift.

--- This improvement in strategic mobility comes at the
price of tactical mobility or the ability to
maneuver quickly and fight with heavy firepower.

Increase reliance on sealift because of increased
warning time concerning enemy actions.

Eliminate strategic mobility's step-child status in the
Pentagon and give It the status of a fifth independent
service.

Lt Col Larry Radov, USAF

Irene Pearson-Morrow, ed
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Getting There
JEFFREY RECORD

@ 1988 Pergamon.Brassey's International Defense Publishers, Inc. Reprinted with permission.

I f the United States suffcrs a pronounced disparity between its overall military
obligations and military power, it also suffers a no less significant shortfall in its

ability to move what military power it does have to those places overseas which the
United States is or may find itself committed to defend. Some have argued that there
is little point in increasing US conventional forces until the !ong-standing strategic
mobility shortfall is eliminated. Military forces, however robust, count for little in
wartime if they cannot be brought to bear when and where needed.

Strategic mobility is the ability to move military forces in a timely fashion
from one continent or theater of military operations to another. In practice, it in-
volves moving forces across large expanses of water. Most continents are separated
from one another by oceans, or, if joined by land, are connected by narrow, rugged,
roadless, or otherwise difficult passageways to traverse in force. The German
military proved incapable of crossing the English Channel (except by air) and found
it difficult to sustain its power on the North African side of the Mediterranean Sea.

Even Europe and Asia, which share the same landmass, are connected by few
road or rail lines of communication. In the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905,
Russian ground forces in the Far East ultimately were defeated because the trans-
Siberian railr( 1, unfinished in 1904 and still the only continuous land line of
communication linking the Far East and European Russia, failed to provide
adequate reinforcements and supplies to Russian forces fighting in Manchuria.

Strategic mobility is important to but a few countries. Most countries have no
military commitments beyond their own borders, and of those that do, few have
obligations beyond their own continents. The absence of intercontinental military
responsibilities is reflected in lack of investment in means of strategic mobility, such
as large, long-range transport aircraft and ships configured to haul military cargoes.
Even the Soviet Union, notwithstanding its impressive investment in strategic
mobility for the purpose primarily of projecting its military power beyond the
Eurasian landmass, retains, as does the United States, a mainly Eurocentric military
orientation. The difference, in terms of strategic mobility requirements, is that the

14



Soviet Union is part of Europe whereas 3000 miles of water separate the United
States from Europe.

Among the world's military powers, including the Soviet Union, the United
States is unique in that it has extensive and binding military obligations beyond its
own continent, yet faces no military threats to its homeland warranting retention of
large military forces on its own territory. Sizeable forces are kept at home in the
United States, but primarily as a rotation base for overseas military deployments
and as a reserve for overseas military operations. The same oceans that for over a
century shielded the United States from external attack are today barriers to be
surmounted in order to fulfill America's overseas military commitments as a world
power. Given the magnitude of those commitments, it is a condition that imposes
enormous requirements for strategic mobility, and no country has invested as much
in strategic mobility as has the United States. For the US military, getting to the
scene of action is in most cases as much a concern as fighting once there.

To meet its commitments, the United States deploys overseas, ashore or
afloat, a major portion of its standing military forces. In Europe, the most
demanding of all its defense commitments, the United States stations over 350,000
men, including four US Army divisions. Another seven divisions, including one
Marine Corps division, are retained in the United States but earmarked for Europe's
rapid reinforcement in the event of crisis or war; four of these home-based divisions
have extra sets of equipment already stockpiled in Europe. In Northeast Asia (Korea
and Japan), the defense of which is second in importance only to that of Europe,
two US divisions (one Army and one Marine) are deployed, and two additional
divisions, one in Hawaii and one in California, are earmarked for Asian con-
tingencies.

Europe and Northeast Asia account for the lion's share of those US ground
and tactical air forces deployed overseas. But US military forces are for the most
part not deployed ashore in those countries which the United States is committed to
defend. US military commitments fall into two categories. In the first are what may
be termed prepositioned commitments, or those commitments, such as in Europe,
Korea, and Japan, where the United States enjoys politically secure military access
ashore in peacetime and where US forces are already deployed. In contrast are non.
prepositioned commitments, or those in which the United States, for political or
other reasons, is denied or chooses to deny itself the advantages of stationing forces
on the spot.

Most US overseas commitments are of the latter variety and are located
mainly in th- Third World, where even the most friendly local governments are
often unwilling to accept the presence of US military forcrs on their territory for
fear of compromising their own domestic political legitimacy. This unwillingness .is
especially pronounced in Southwest Asia, widely regarded as the most logistically
demanding of all potential theaters. Central America is another region where, with
the exception of the Panama Canal Zone, the United States cannot--or chooses not
to-deploy ground combat and tactical air forces ashore on a permanent basis.

Prepositioned commitments have obvious advantages over non.
prepositioned ones: forces in place have greater deterrent value, can respond more
quickly to hostilities, and by definition require less strategic mobility than do non-
prepositioned forces. On the other hand, prepositioned forces have two distinct
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disadvantages. Precisely because they serve in part to underline the credibility of the
US commitment to those countries where they are deployed, they cannot readily be
transferred to another theater of operations without undermining the confidence of
host governments. Second, prepositioncd forces, far more so than forces deployed
at home or afloat, are vulnerable to local terrorist or other forms of unconventional
attack. The first US ground combat forces transferred to Vietnam were sent there
not to defend South Vietnam, but to protect US air bases in that country that were
being subjected to guerrilla attacks. The 1983 truck-bombing of the US Marine
Corps headquarters in Beirut, Lebanon, demonstrated that in some areas of the
world, prepositioning of US forces ashore can actually invite rather than deter
violence and is therefore to be avoided.

US strategic mobility requirements, however, would be enormous even if the
United States had no military obligations in the Third World. Mobility requirements
for Europe's defense alone exceed those of any other single force-planning con-
tingency. Although four US divisions and 28 tactical fighteir squadrons are already
prepositioned in Europe, the United States is committed to a massive reinforcement
of Europe in the event of crisis or war. Current US force planning goals call for
delivery within 10 days from the United States of an additional six Army divisions,
60 Air Force tactical fighter squadrons, and one Marine amphibious brigade-all
with initial combat and combat service support. To place the magnitude of this
reinforcement requirement in historical perspective, it is enough to say that it far
exceeds, in terms of the amount of rnilit ,ry forces to be moved over intercontinental
distances, any American or Anglo-American operation of World War 11, the largest
of which were the allied landings in North Africa in November 1942 (Operation
Torch), which entailed the direct movement from the United States and Great
Britain of 107,000 troops.

It is also important to recognize that US strategic mobility capabilities have
been, and will continue to be, indispensable to the performance of key missions
other than moving US forces to areas of crisis or war. In the past, those missions
have included resupply of beleaguered allies (e.g. the massive US airlift to Israel
during the October War of 1973); movement of allied forces (e.g. the airlift of
French and Belgian forces into Zaire in 1978); and far.ine/disasler relief operations
(e.g. the Ethiopian airlift of 1984).

However, notwithstanding the indispensability of both airlift and sealift to
the ability of the United States to meet its extensive obligations overseas, the United
States has never, in peacetime or in wartime, maintained the lift necessary to meet its
lift requirements. US and Anglo-American operations in World War I! were
severely constrained by chronic shortfalls in sealift and airlift. The great allied
airborne drops in southern and central Holland in September 1944 failed to secure a
bridgehead across the Rhine in part because there were not enough transport planes
to deliver the three-division assault force simultaneously; the drops were spread over
three days, thus dissipating the initial advantage of surprise. Even the timing of the
Normandy invasion was dictated by a shortage in shipping. As Dwight D.
Eisenhower later recounted in his Crusade in Europe,

'Landing craft] production limitations alone ruled out any possibility of a full-
scale invasion in 1942 or... 1943. Indeed, it soon became clear that unless
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practically all American and British shipping could be concentrated on the
single purpose of supporting the invasion of Europe that operation could not
take place until early 1944.'

Sealift and airlift shortfalls persisted throughout the postwar cra, as US imilitary
commitments ovcrseas expanded and as lift capabilities inherited from World War
II were retired. In the mid-1960s, Secretary of Defense Robert McN amara asked the
Congress to authorize major increases in strategic airlift and scalift, most of which
were forthcoming. During the next 15 years, however, no major new strategic lift
programs were undertaken; and although the Reagan Administration has acquired
some new fast ships configured for military lift and has endorsed a US Air Force
Airlift Master Plan aimed at doubling US strategic airlift capabilities, the United
Stites continues to suffer a major shortfall in strategic mobility, especially airlift,
which is indispensable in circumstances in which surface (land or sea) lines of
communication are unavailable, inadequate, or denied; In which delivery of forces
must be accomplished quickly, at speeds exceeding that of surface transportation; or
in which forces and supplies must be delivered deep inland.

The airlift shortfall is huge. Both airlift capabilities and requirements are for
planning purposes measured in terms of million-ton.miles per day (MTM/D)-that
is, in multiples of the capacity to move one ton of cargo by air a distance of one mile
in one day. Thus an airlifter capable of moving 100 tons of cargo 3000 miles in one
day would have a lift capacity of 0.3 MTM/D (100 x 3000 x 0.000001/1). This
standard of measurement does not, of course, take into account such real-world
constraints as exhaustion of aircraft and crews, inclement weather, availability of
airfields, overflight rights, and possible enemy action.

The present US strategic airlift fleet of over 350 C-Ss, C-141s, and KC-l0s
(along with selected commercial aircraft specially configured to handle military
cargoes) currently has an aggregate lift capacity of about 40 MTM/D. The Reagan
Administration airlift enhancement programs now underway will raise this figure to
48.5 MTM/D by this year, assurmilng, of course, that none of the programs falls
victim to defense budget cuts. Beyond 1988, the Air Force plans to introduce a new
transport-the C-17-that will increase aggregate airlift capability to 66 MTM/D, a
target figure established in 1980 by a congressionally mandated mobility study
performed by the Pentagon. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, have specified a
requirement of 150 MTM/D for NATO's reinforcement alone; even a regional
conflict in Southwest Asia that did not directly involve Soviet forces would consume
an estimated 98 MTM/D, or more than twice the capacity now on hand and half
again as much as that even planned by the end of the century. Shortfalls in. sealift,
especially in amphibious shipping, arc no less acute. The US Marine Corps has
amphibious shipping sufficient to carry into an assault only about one of its three
amphibious assault-trained divisions, and this specialized shipping is scattered
around the world.

The question might well be asked why the United States has continued to
permit such a large debit in so critical a category of military power. There are a
number of reasons. First, strategic mobility, particularly airlift, is very expensive.
For example, the C-17 the Air Force plans to buy in the 1990s already has an
estimated price tag of $178 million a copy, a figure that, if history is any guide, is
likely to rise as the plane moves toward actual production.
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Second, and perhaps most important of all, strategic lift has always been a
bureaucratic stepchild within the Pentagon. No armed service, including the Air
T'orce, which operates the US Military Airlift Command, likes to spend precious
procurement dollars on things designed primarily to help another service-in this
case the Army-accomplish its mission. Most senior Air Force officers would rather
spend money on warplanes than on slow, unglamorous transports designed
primarily to haul Army forces around the world. Likewise, the Navy traditionally
has lacked enthusiasm for all but minimal tivcstment in amphibious shipping, which
is vital to the Marine Corps' prosecution of its principal mission. It is no coincidence
that the Army and the Marine Corps, the two services most dependent upon
strategic lift, arc the two services most supportive of strategic lift enhancement
programs.

A third reason for the continued neglect of strategic lift is its association in
the minds of many, including some federal lawmakers, with undesirable military
intervention in distant places where the United States lacks or is perceived to lack
security interests worth fighting for. The late Senator Richard B. Russell opposed
McNamara's request for more sealift on the eve of US military intervention in
Vietnam on the grounds, in Russell's words, that "if it is easy for us to go anywhere
and do anything, we will always be going somewhere and doing something."

A fourth and seemingly insignificant, but in reality quite important reason
for the persistent shortfall in US strategic airlift capabilities has been the Army's
inattention, at least until recently, to airlift considerations when designing its
weapons and equipment. For example, when the Army modernized its jeeps in the
1960s, it failed to recognize that The addition of a mere two inches to the vehicles'
widths meant that they could no longer be double-parked insik: ..ie C-141, which is
still the mainstay of the strategic airlift fleet. This effectively doubled the number of
C-141s required to move a given number of the new jeeps overseas. Insensitivity to
air transportability continued through the following deade, a notable example
being the introduction of the Bradley Infantry Fighting Veaa'cle which, unlike the M-
113 armored personnel carrier it replaces, requires partial and time-consuming
disassembly to be fitted inside a C-141. To its credit, the Army today is paying far
more attention to air transportability considerations. New force structures and
equipment specifically tailored for rapid movement by air are being devised, and
regulations are now being written that would give the Military Traffic Management
Command a vote on the Army's Systems Acquisition Review Council, which reviews
Army weapons and equipment developments.

But far more must be done if the critical shortfall in US lift capabilities is to
be eliminated. Unless US force planners are expecting an invasion from Canada or
Mexico, it makes little sense to create and keep costly ground forces in the United
States that cannot be moved overseas when and where they are needed. The most
obvious solution would of course be to increase sealift and airlift capabilities to
satisfactory levels. This solution, however, would be prohibitively expensive; in-
deed, it is unlikely that even planned sealift and airlift capabilities, which fall far
short of actual requirements, will be fully funded in the current and foreseeable
defense budgetary environment. On the other hand, money for more strategic
mobility could be obtained simply by cutting force structures and applying the
savings to production of additional cargo ships and military transport aircraft-an
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idea that has been proposed by a number of experts although the services them.
selves, for whom strategic lift has never been the highest priority, vigorously oppose
it.

A second solution would be to reduce the size and weight of Army forces
slated for early deployment overseas by air, an option the Army is now vigorously
pursuing. The Army is creating several new light infantry divisions designed
specifically to accommodate the longstanding shortfalls in strategic airlift. These
new 10,000.man divisions have been stripped of all tracked vehicles, including
tanks, armored personnel carriers, and self-propelled artillery, as well as many of
the combat and combat service support units normally found in a standard infantry
division.

The kind of strategic mobility achieved by the .. rmy's new light divisions,
however, comes at a stiff price. There is an inherent antagonism between strategic
mobility (getting to the scene of hostilities on time) and tactical mobility (being able,
once on the battlefield, to move around quickly and fight on it); the very qualities
that afford the light divisions high strategic tmobility-their limited firepower and
lack of mechanized means of moving around the battlefield-have led some experts
to conclude that the divisions are "too light to fight" against all but largely foot-
mobile, unmechanized opponents-that the light divisions would stand little chance
against the armor and mechanized infantry of the Soviet Union or of Soviet client
armies in, say, Southwest Asia. Though the Army has responded to this criticism by
asserting that it does not intend to deploy light infantry forces in such corlditions
unless they are accompanied by aufficient heavy forces, the latter, precisely because
they lack the strategic mobility of light forces, cannot be rapidly deployed by air.
Thus, in circumstances requiring both light and heavy forces, force planners could
be faced with an unenviable dilemma: send the light forces ahead by air and hope
they will be able to hang on until the heavy forces coming by sea arrive; or withhold
deployment of light forces until heavy forces can be brought to bear, thereby risking
defeat owing to the failure to get any forces to the disputed ground first. This is not
to argue against the creation of :.-" kind of air transportable ground forces the Army
is now devising; it is simply to recognize that the new light divisions have not suc-
ceeded in eliminating the inherent cost of maximizing strategic mobility in terms of
severely reduced tactical mobility and firepower.

Another approach to reducing the strategic lift shortfall-or at least reducing
the lift's cost-would be to increase reliance on sealift and decrease dependence on
airlift. Sealift, though slower than airlift, is much cheaper and can move infinitely
greater forces. This solution, however, would be predicated on alterations in present
force-planning assumptions underlying stated airlift requirements. For example,
planned airlift capabilities are based in large measure on the assumption that a crisis
or war in either Europe or Southwest Asia could erupt with little effective warning,
thereby placing a premium on a heavy investment in airlift and (where possible)
prepositioning. Many observers, however, believe that a war in Europe almost
certainly would be attended by sufficient warning to permit the movement by sea of
many US reinforcement units now slated to go by air. Though force planning
assumptions ought not be tampered with simply to save money, all deserve constant
review of their validity in a constaittly changing military environment.
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A fourth measure that warfants serious examination would be to confer upon
strategic mobility a bureaucratic constituency and clout within the Pentagon that
would eliminate its present step-child status and render it a formidable competitor
for service procurement dollars. The unique importance of strategic mobility to the
US military is not reflected in the Pentagon, where it continues to take a back seat to
other procurement programs and where responsibility for it is parcelled out mainly
between the Air Force and the Navy. A case can be made for concentrating all
present strategic mobility responsibilities and commands, including the Air Force's
Military Airlift Command, the Navy's Military Sealift Command, and the task for
providing amphibious shipping to the Marine Corps, in a single new organization
and conferring upon that new organization the status of a fifth, independent service.
A promising step in that direction was taken in 1987 with the formation of the
United States Transportation Command, although the fledgling USTRANSCOM
falls far short of what might be required. To be sure, some of the Pentagon's
existing military departments would vi3orously oppose establishment of a Depart-
ment of Strategic Mobility because it would deprive them of roles and micsions for
which they now have responsibility. But the Pentagon as it is currently organized has
failed to fulfill its strategic mobility responsibilities in a manner that would ensure a
reasonable relationship between capabilities and requirements. The parochial,
bureaucratic interests of no service ought to be allowed to take precedence over the
nation's broader military interests.

NOTES

1. Dwight D. Eisenhower. Crusade iq Europe (New York: Doubleday, 1948). p. 185.
2. 1t Henry L. Trwhit's MeNamora (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), p. 159.

-Jeffrey Record, senior research fellow at the Hudson
Institute, adjunct professor of military history at
Georgetown University, and military affairs com-
mentator for The Baltimore Sun, is the author of
Revising U.S. Military Strategy (Pergamon-Brassey's,
1984) and Beyond Military Reform: American Defense
Dilemmas (Pergamon-Brassey's, 1988). The present
article is taken from Chapter 3 of the latter work, which
will be reviewed in the September 1988 issue of
Parameters.
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"Casidy Urges Growth for Ietchant Marine' by -):',' Ok-i 'anc-I H.
Cassidy. Translog 3. No. 6 (July 1 79): 1-11.

Thesis: The declining US maritime industry must be
reversed to ensure adequate seal ift resources to meet
national economic and security needs.

- Backgrounci

The president's Commission on the Merchant. Marine and
Defense noted the maritime industry's current
deteriorating condition.

The commission projected a short-f-all of 140 shins
and 12,000 seamen by the yuar 2000.

Every indicator shows a declining trend.

--- In 1970 there were 10 major shippinrg companies,

now there arc- Four.

In 1970 905 ships were in service, nnw only
424.

In 1980, 162 oceangoinrg ships were nOung built In
19 shipyards.

Now nine shipyards are in business and no
oceangoing commerc ) a I sh i ps are U101..
construction.

Our merchant ships carry only tour pexrcent o-. owL

international waterborne commerce.

- History of the US Merchant Marine in National De-Fense Role

The US Merchant Marine is the Fourth arm of our
defense--the logistics liFeline to t onps overseas.

-- Merchant mariners served in every conf.lict.

-During World War II merchant marines lost more
than 700 ships with more than 5.600 mariners
killed or missing.

--- 609 were prisoners of war.

Challenges and Opportunities in the 1990s

One consultant prcdic:ts ship owners will need
38.5 million gross registered tons o4- now merchant
ships between 1991 and 1995. That dom.mnd iumps to 1..,
million gross registered tons in the l,*to2 90s.
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-- Other sources -predict sts'ady growth i n i rteiriatione-l
commerce and- f-inanric of about two poiwcirl. -1 year
through the year 2'O00.

-- The US mar-iti-me industry must mrake pi eparations to
compete For shipbuilding orders and commerce carry nc
in this arena.

- Necessary Actions -For A Viable Marit-ime Inciuotry

-- The new National Seadift Policy -is e ;ential to provide
guidelines and stimulate action by ali aciencias
involved.

-- Research anci develIopment iS t1102 Lar iUi o3t.I fL 0( oJUr
recovery effort. CGnvernunit aInd ilin,ti y (muFA wr
together to ensure US sihipouilIdci -in can cornpetet in t-he
world market.

- I ncreased military penidi nq to pl ace~ moc, s h ips in
Ready Reserve -Forces (ships, placed in vwsei-ve -For use
during nationalI emergencies) i-s riot the ans:wer.

-- This expensive approach willA nioL oveicome- the
rapidl-y vanishing cargo cap~ability in tho US
Flag Fleet.

Enough crews will not exist Lo man tric idle
reserve fleet in case of emerclency.

-- We must take action now to ensure we heive acdequate
seal if t resources to meet national economic ano
security nee-ds.

Lt Co-l- John Dalton, UJSAF
Irene Pear oi 11rrw ed.
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Fortunately, people like you and I
are starting to get our me. ,age
across to those who do not share ourC assidy urges g proximity to the problem. One of

the best ways to begin is to create
an awareness of our heritage as a

for M erchant M arine maritime nation. Today's activities
are a great example of what can be
done.

History clearly demonstrates that

The following article is excerpted national security," and projected a the U.S. Merchant Marine is the

from remarks delivered by Gen. shortfall of 140 ships and 12,000 fourth arm of defense-the logistics

Duane H. Cassidy, commander, seamen by the year 2000. lifeline to our troops overseas. Rec-

U.S. Transportation Command, to You know that virtually every ords show that Merchant Mariners

the Maritime Day Luncheon at the indicator shows a declining trend. have served in every conflict They

Washington Naval Yard Officers In 1970, there were 18 major ship- have served with bravery and dis.

Club in Washington D.C. on May ping companies-now there are tinction, alongside their uniformed

23, 1989. four. In 1970, there were 905 ships counterparts.
in service-now only 424. During World War II alone, we

As recently as 1980, 142 oceango- lost more than 700 s hips-nmore

0 ne.hundred and seventy ing ships were being built in 19 dif- than 5,600 mariners killed or miss-

years ago, a steamer left Savannah, ferent shipyards. Today, only nine ing, and thousands of others

Ga., on its first trans-Atlantic cross- are still in business, and there are injured.

ing. The date was May 22, 1819. no oceangoing commercial ships Most Americans don't know that

Named for that port city, the under construction at all-NONE!!! 609 merchant seamen were pris-

Savannah was the first American. We realize that the situation is oners of war, o," that the Merchant

built steamer to cross the Atlantic, serious-no--critical. Marine fatality rate was second

and that crossing signaled Amer- The question, as Adm. Trost only to that suffered by the U.S.

ica's determination to become a real recently asked, is whether or not Marine Corvs.

seagoing nation. "this country will lose our identity The merchant seamen of this

It is the anniversary of that cross- as a maritime nation ... and country are great people-great

ing that we celebrate each year as become, in effect, an economic Americans. They come from all over

National Maritime Day-commem- colony to be exploited by other the country, and they serve under

orating the many contributions, by nations." the American flag all over the

the people in the maritime indus- There is something drastically world.

try, to our nation's growth and wrong when the merchant ships of I've been to the Seafarers Harry

development, the greatest trading nation in the Lundeberg School of Seamanship in

I suppose there are some who world carry 4 percent of our inter- Piney Point, Md. I've seen the honor

think that our time as a seagoing national waterborne commerce. roll of mariners who died serving

nation has come to an end. To those That meaiw there are many busy their country, and that story needs

I would respond, "If you don't think ports in the United States with no to be told.

the United States is still a seagoing U.S. Flag ships in them. America However, the problem is not one

nation, how do you explain the way should not only be the greatest that will be solved by rhetoric

we keep finding ourselves in deep trading nation in the world, but alone. It calls for action.

water." bhould once again become a great For many months, you have been

Seriously, just as that first trans- maritime power. hearing and reading about a new

Atlantic steamer began a new era of National Sealift Policy-the essen-

international trade and economic "There is tial first step in redressing the mar-

growth, I believe that we are about " itime dilemma. The Secretary of

to enter an equally revolutionary something Defense signed a memorandum last

chapter of maritime history; month (Apr. 27) giving the proposed

because we are seeing for the first drastically wrong polcy his full support, and has for-

time a determined coalition of peo- when the merchant warded it to the National Security

ple who believe, as I do, that the miA Council for final coordination.

maritime industry can not be for- ships of the Once President Bush signs it, we

gotten, and must not remain a . will have both the framework of

declining industry, greatest nation in policy guidelines and the catalyst to

I don't need t educate this the world carry 4 stimulate action by all of the agen-

audience on the current state of cies involved.
maritime affairs. You have all fol- percent of our Obviously, the problem is beyond

lowed the progress reports and rec- the ability of the DOD to resolve,

..... at, ...of the President's international and will clearly require the coopera-

Commission on the Merchant tion and attention of many other

Marine and Defense, which called waterborneplayers. But a National Sealift Pol-

the current deteriorating condition commerce. icy will chart the course for the

a "clear and growing danger to return of a healthy maritime indus.
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try to meet our military and My view is that, because the tunitiesjust around the corner.
economic support sealift require. nature of the world market is But there is another reason. Over
ments. changing so rapidly, the policies the last two years, I have been hon-

We have a great challenge before and systems that have governed the ored to meet with and learn from all
us, and a great opportunity. relationship between government the players involved with maritime

This may be the right moment in and the maritime industry for the issues, and all those players have
time for recovery. We're beginning labt 50 years n~.y need to be laid agi eed to come together to work out
to see reports forecasting increased aside. Not that we're wrong, but we a solution in a unified way. The
demand for new shipping in the can't afford to let this industry get time is right to put the pieces of the
nineties. One British consultant ,tuck in time. We mu.4t be %%illing maritime industry puzzle back
predicts that ship owners will need to rethink the issue, and make way together again.
38.6 million gross registered tons of fur new policies and new systems All of the government organiza-
new merchant ships between 1991 that will iefit the industry fur the tions that can impact on this indus
and 1995, and that demand jumps next century. try-The National Security Coun.
to 132 million gross registered tons If we can get our act together in cil, the Department of Transporta-
in the late nineties, time, America will have the right tion, the Department of Commerce,

I'm not naive enough to believe product, at the right time, to meet the Department of State, as well as
every prediction I read, but there the economic trading needs of the the Department of Defense-should
are also similarly positive predic- future. work together to restore the health
tions from other sources about of the maritime industry of our
increasing world trade figures, and country.
talk of a steady growth in interna- Within the Congress, I have
tional commerce and finance of talked with many members who
about 2 percent a year, through the understand the critical need to sup.
year ?000. port this industry, and they are

Certainly, many major industries "We can't afford to ready to come together for action.
are preparing now to take advan- I have met with the union leader-
tage of these positive trends. Why let this industry get ship, whose input is vital to the
can't the United States Maritime stuck in time, solution. After all, they are the ones
Industry get a share of that? Can who provide the skilled mariners
you imagine the impact if U.S. com- and the shipyard workers to this
panies could get 10 percent of these equation. They find them. recruit
shipbuilding orders, and U.S. Flag them, train them, and place them in
shipping could carry 20 percent of the industry
that commerce?

But to do that, we will have to On the military side of the coin, I
fall back on something uniquely want to acknowledge the action it certainly makes
American-our innovative applica. taken in the last few years to
tion of technology to get practical enhance our organic sealift more sense for this
results. We call it Yankee inge- capability.
nuity. Since 1980, the Navy has spent country to have a

America has always been in the $7 billion to improve strategic sea-
forefront of maritime innovation. lift. Additional modernization viable merchant
The roll-on/roll-off concept, the con. efforts are underway to improve the marine then totaiser ship and Electronic Data military utility of existing commer-
Interchange are American ideas cial vessels, such as seasheds, park growing
that have changed the shipping flatracks, improved cargo discharge numbers of ships
industry around the world. systems and logistics over-the-shore

Investments now in sealift tech. onerations-ah of ;vhich will make on large marine
nology, new ship design and new us better able to support our combat
propulsion systems could put us in forces. parking lots, with
the lead once again, and result in a But these programs are not
natural solution for our shipbuild- designed to be a final solution, and no crews to man
ing industry, they cannot overcome the rapidly them."

Research and development is the vaniohing cargo capability in the
cornerstone of our recovery effort, U.S. Flag Fleet. It certainly makes
but government and industry must more sense for this country to have I get the same commitment to
aloe work .ogether now to ensure a viable merchant marine than to cooperation from industry leader
United States shipbuilders are kept park growing numbers of ships in ship, along with strong grasroots
alive and will be able to compete in large marine parking lots, with no support from organizations like the
tne world market. Ur, as my crews to man them. Maritime Academies Aiumit uso
DCINC says, "We need to get our I said earlier that this is the right cintions, the National Defense
oars in the water if we intend to moment in time for a recovery. I'm Transportation Association with it,
stay in the race" confident there are definite oppor- sealift committee, the Navy League.
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and, of course, the Propeller Club.
All these groups are ready now to

work together on the tasks before
US.

Now is the right moment in time
to coordinate our actions, focus our
abilities, and work together to bring
strength back to the maritime
industry-an effort that will ensure
that we have adequate sealift re-
sources to meet national economic
and security needs.

That doesn't mean that we won't
disagree from time to time; we all
know that heahhy discussion brings
better decisions. But if all these
people, with all this talent, are
headed in the same direction-and
stay committed to the long haul-
we will ultimately succeed.

And, in years to come, we will
look back to National Maritime
Day, 1989, as the moment in time
when our recovery efforts began.
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"Facing Up to Amer-ica's Strategic Spal-ift 03hor-ti-.ill" by Allanl W.
Cameron. -Armed Forces Joui-nal Inter-national (.Julv 190!9.): *0

.. Thesis: The US shortage of strategit: sea-lift h..t becoine
critical. We no longer -have the- marit-ime cpabjIljty-
ships, -men to man them, and shipyards to build and repair
them---to support our nat-ional strategy of forwar-d
deployment overseas.

-Background

-- The marit-ime capab-ility problem has -been deve-looing -For
several decades. De;fense leaders anl Congress rioted-
the problem in the -1980s.

-- Under the--Reagan Administration, miorn than $7 bill-ion
was invested in sealift assets.

-- The situation worsened wi-th declini-nc. numbers coF
oceangoing commerc-ial1 ships-- fromn 2,111$ inr 1-9117, to
543 in 1980, and 369 jn 1967.

- Commiss-ion on "Merchant Iain adD4ne tbished

-- The Reagan- administration a-nd other agunc ies- apposed-
the creation of such- a commission be('ausr? t. might
require a- -change -in -Funding- pr i or iti

-- DOD viewed- adequate seal i-ft as rtrlbLVt was
not williang to fund it at -the expense (.f' tanks, pl-anes,
or -combatanht ships.,

-- The- f irst -comm ission repor-t i n Oc tober 1987 fou nd
"a -clear -and growig danger to the -natinna- securi-ty
in the dater iorat-inq conditi-on of our m:3ri-tame
industries."

-According-to the comriss-on, all poss-ible
solutionis-required-additi-onal fdwera- futno,..

-Startli-ng- Commission Conclusions

-- The -US di-d -not have -enouq h shipt fov a maj~or deployment.
in -a conittingency operation in ri as-incjlui distant theatur
such as Southwest-Asia.

Prior to the report, officials preumed--that the
US coulId niot itself meet all the strateg-i-c sea-liAft
requ-iremenits for a NATO or global wacr, but di-d
have the resources needed i-or a- sinrgie-t nater
conventi-onal1 con-flic-t.-

The -analysi-s was conducted under "best

case"1 assum~ptAinS leavi-ng out quest.ians
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concerning- ship avai-lability, povt availbility,
attrition, and weather.

Other critkca- assumptions made Lb kIE'fense
planners and incorporated in the corrmisFion's
analysis inc-luded the following:

---- All needed US flag ships CoLO-d be
obtained within a relat-ive-ly sho't time.

---- DOD could rely on all the -m-i-l-iLary useful
ships in the "Effective United States
Controiled" (EUSC) fleet (ships owned by US
nationals but registered under foreign flags
and manned by foreign crews for- economic
advantages).

---- European allies would provide ships to
support US forces for a reinforcement of
NATO.

rInsufficient manpower reserves exist to man ships in
our Ready Reserve Flet (RRF) and Natronal Defense
Reserve Fleet (NDRF-). Many of these are "nothballed"
ships to be made available when necessary.

--- As the size of our commerc-l- fleet shrinks, so
does the POolo of qualified seantan noded to man
our reserve- fleets during a nata-onal emergency.

If current trends continue, the shortfall wil-l -b
more than -2,-000 personnel by the year 2000.

-- The 1987 report included no fir-m eti-mates on effects
of attrition by defense planners dur-ing strategic
mobility planning-. However, the [988 analysis showed
the following:

When the commission introduced lirw to moderate
attrition rates, delivery shortfallu
increased -by as much as 50 per cent.

Experience i-n the Falkland Isl-ands and the Pers ia-rai
Gulf suggests even low-intns-tiy contlicts can
produce significant merchant hslvtp attrition.

-Changing characteristics o commercla-i merchant f-leets
worldwide may give the ships greater commercial
capability but tend to make them less useful for
military purposes.

- The US's ability to build new shi-ps has deteriorated.
American shipyards can't compete i-n terms oF price and
afficiency with foroign yards.
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Currently, no oceangoing mwi chanit aln a: e under
construction in the UIS. IIe ,mnt, " 't, i., Jmo';

entirely dependent upon -i -li, inrw; .,,liume o
government buoi ness.

Prospects for imptoving the Maritime iidu.,tr ,;n-I Strategic

Sealift Capabilities

Reaction to the Con tbslon"-, i -3 Hi or ') y !)l ! t I11

executive branch and Conqress w:1i mi oi, with t-he
(naritLime In(JusLrct 's indi.aLinq oi,, 'tl " if 1,''.

This national prohiem require. coot diiiated Frtomon From
the government and pr ivate indutLiy; HOD r u1.1urcef;
alone are insufficiunt.

To maintain the ctapahi liLy to dimpIi ov .[1( ,,.,t "1U1

forces worldwide, the US S-t. , O(t ntOW tO i' Ieso the
trend of its deter', () t ii mlr t wie, rdm:;t, V ,md

resulting inadequate itrat,('qw: e, i t
capabilities.

LL ('ol ,o in [oalton, USiA"

I i ne I-'e:,i '.on- Iorrow, OcI.
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Revival of US Merchznt Marine EsseniaI

Facing Up to America's
Strategic Sealift ShortfaU

by Allan W. Cameron

Shipbudding in this country. and alsothe ships in 1947, the active merchant marine a suspicion that often verged on alarm.
capacity of our merchant marine. . . is shrank to 543 in 1980 and 369 in 1987. Aside from concerns about preservation of
dismal It is a disaster. The maritime indus- bureaucratic turf, thcre was the possibility
in . needs an infusion. It needs help. It Commission Established that the Commissici might identify a prob-
needs resurrectng .... It is a national lcm so serious that it would require a
problem. Congress. at the initiative of Rep. change in existing funding prioritics. From

Admiral William J. Crowe, USN Charles E. Bennett (i.FL), Chaiman of the outset, there was opposition to any pro-
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff the House Armed Services Committee'& spective finding that might require, or even

Sea Power Subcommittee. passed legisla- imply the need for, a reallocation of budgetdmral Crowe's frank and spon. tion in 1984to establish a "Commission on dollars to strategic scalier, particularly in

taneous comment in Congres- McrchantMarineandDefcnse" toexamine the form of support for the merchant
sional testimony April 25th is the the issue. The seven-mcmber Commission marine.

most recent reflection of a growing realiza. was directed to study the problems of strate- Thc D)oD view was that there should be
tion that the US no longer has the maritime gic lift, evaluate the adequacy of the mar- adequate scalift, but the necessary funds
capability-ships, men to man them, and itime industries to meet defense require- should not be provided by DoD, and ccr-
shipyards to build and repair thcm-ncccs, ments, and make recommendations for tainly not at the expense of tanks or planes
sary to support its national strategy of for. remedial action. To assure its indcpcn- or combatant ships.
ward deployment overseas. dencc, the Commission was mudc an auton- During the two years of its work. the

Virtually every military Service chieand omous federal agency, accountable only to Comiission held 20 meetings and con-
unified commander has expressed public the President and the Congnss. ductcd 16 public hearings. It published four
concern about the shortagcofscalift. USAF The Reagan Administration oploscd the reports, two volumes of detailed appen-
General Duane H. Cassidy, Commander- creation of the Commission, and some diccs, and three volumes-over 2,700
in-Chief. US Transportation Command. officials and agencies tended to view it with pages in total--of public hearing tran-
sees it as perhaps his most important and scripts and related materials. The Commis-
difficult challenge. Nor is there much Commissicn on Merchant sioners met with both President Reagan and
remaining illusion that the government can President Bush and testified before various
provide the necessary resources by itself. Marine and Defense Congressional committees. They con-
As General John R. Galvin. the Supreme &x Officio Members: dueted dozens of extensive private discus-
Allied Commander, Europe, told AFJI in sion% with civilian officials throughout the
Apnl. "Dne anslct is to revive the mer- Jeremiah Denton, Chairman governient and with senior officers from
chint marine." Former US Senator (R-AL) the military Services, the Joint Chiefs of

Secretary of Defense Richard B. Cheney John A. Gaughan Staff, and the Office of the Secretary of
described scalift as a "critical issue" in an Maritime Administrator Dcfcnse.
April 27th memorandum to the President's In their first report, submitted to Presi-
national security advisor. Brent Scowcroft, Appointed Members: dent Reagan on October 16, 1987, the
saying, "Early action is necessary to Edward E. Clson Connissioners found "clear and growing
de'clop a policy to coordinate theactionsof Chairmn Emeritus, danger to the national security in the detcri-
the many departments and agencies United Airlines orating condition of America's maritime
involved in regulating and promoting our industries." Throughout the balance of the
maritime industries," W1ltiam E. Haggett Cominsion's existence, that bleak con.

The shortage of strategic scalift is not a President, Bath Iron Works clusion did not change. Indeed. it was
new de~lopment. Its growing seriousncss Corporation reafiniicd in the lace of overwhelming cvi-
has been recognized during this decade by Admiral James L. Holloway I1, dence that the combination of economic
the nation's defense leaders as well as by USN-Rel condiions in the maritime industries and
Congress Under the Reagan Administra. Former Chief of Naval Operations the absence of effective leadership mid
tion. more than $7-billion was invested in actroi from governinent--both the -xec,.
scalifi a.scts, those controlled by both the Joseph Sewall live branch and Congress-wer causing
... z%, - "'lt 2n tuthct'''''' N!L ''itimc' Ra -rd 0 ,u1 t.' AcU~ll ordt l ,t i vti.t11L ullib I tJdtt . "'l

Despite those efforts, however, the situation Maine Maritime Academy Commisioncrs concluded that there %is
got sorsc since the increased number of Shannon J. Wall 11) possible solution to the problem thit did
go'ernment-controllcd ships was insuffi- Executive Vice President, District not ucquirc expenditure of additional fed-
cicni to offset the continuing decline in the No. I MEBA/NMU (AFL-CIO) eral linds.
occangoing commercial fleet Froro 2.114 FThe .nilysis upon which the Commis.



sion bascd its findings was not conlined to ing tines, port availability. attrition. tah.nas. and lhonduras) and that. for a
the requirements of a major global war. or weather, and a host of other factors, any or- icinforcoineat of NATO. our Europwan
even a majorconflict in the NATO theater. all of which would cxuccrbate an already allics gould be able to provide the numaber
Ra'., if followed DoD scenarios, basing marginal situation. In a general war involv- of ships for support of US forces to which
its dcetermination of strategic lift require- ing-NATO. or in a conflict elsewhere they are comomitted by current planning.
mcnts upoi, arelatively limited deployment against a capable adversary, such factors To various degrees, each of those
of forces to a single distant theater, such as would almost surely produce a situation assumptions is questionable. One cannot
Southwest Asia, and using only United that could easily become disastrous anticipate with certainty advcrse political or
States resourccs-a situation in which the Some of the assumptions inade by otltcr circumstances. The aveilability of
US %ould have to "go it alone." dcfensc planners and incorporated in the EUSC ships is the subject of considerable

The singlc-thcater scenario used for the Commission's analysis are: that all needed current debate, and may W- dctermincd by
sizing of the strategic lift requirement US-flag ships could be obtained withi:. 3 political circumstances, of which the cui-
included the deploynmcnt of about five divi- relatively short time: that DoD could rely rent state of relations between the US and
sions and supporting utits. It envisioned upon the availability of all the militarily Panama is but one example, In the case of
the movement by sea of 2-.million short useful ships in the so-called "Effective the availability of NAO ships, the decline
tons ofd(y cargo and about 31-million bar- United States Controlled" (EUSC) flect in the European merchant fleet, has paral.
rels of military petroleum products during (ships owned by US nationals but registcred Icled our own, and there is increasing qucs.
theearlysurgeandsustaininigphasesofthe under the flags of Liberia. Panama. the tionaboutwhctherourallicswillbcable to
operation, a period meisured in weeks
rather than months. Although these cargo
requirements art only a fraction of what

ould be required for a NATO or global
conflict, the single-theater scenario is more
stressing and demanding because of the
great distances involved and because o the
defense planning assumption that the US
%ould be required to rely entirely on iti uwn
strategic lift resources.

The Commission also found that, in cddi-
tion to the military requirements of a con.
flict, there would be significant shipping
needed to support the domestic economy.
Foreign-flag vessels na.?,ht meet some of
this need, but the doirm,%ti. economy would
still compete with military requirements for
US-flag shipping resouiccs.

Startling Conclusion

Even using a "best case" analysis with
the most favorable assumptions. the Com.
misioners in their first report reached the
conclusion that the US possessed insuffi-
cient shipsof the required types and charac-
teristics "to execute a major deployment in
a contingency operation in a single distant
theater such as Southwest Asia." "Without
decisive action," they continued. "the sit-
uation will worsen substantially by the year
2000."

The conclusion was a startling one,
because there had been a widespread pre.
sumption that, although the US could not
itself meet all the strategic scalift require.
ments for a NATO or global war. it did itself
have the resources needed for a single-the.
ater conventiona, conflict.

A year later, in its third report, the Cont.
mission found that shortfalls had increased
slightly for the single-theater scenario and
dramatically for a global war. particularly
in terms of tankers. Not surprisingly, the
updated pn)jcclions for the year 2000 were
subtantially worse. 1c recent %cry limited
deployment to Panama disclosed sonic of
the shortfalls in the existing capabilities.
pIn.iVularl y in e.mss o f offloading facili ies
and ships capable of carrying troops.

The Commission's "best case" assump.
lions lcasc out questions of required deliv-
ery dates for cargo, ship availability. land
moscment of cargo. onloading and offload- 30



'upplv the nurnberb and types of ships upon
,huh current US planning relics.

More wlirr lli. perhaps. are %cveral
I:,. -ihous Lonsidcrations. lhcre is grow.
111V douht about the avadiLbility fthe man-
l,.cr needed to activate anti operate the
%hip% ot our rcs:r'c fleet%. prticularly
tho,. in the Ready Rvewrve I6irce (RRF).
\ithourh tile "incthbillcdi" ships in the
-tionil kfense RL',crve llcct (NOI:PJ

could not realistically be mde available in
k',. th.in 60 days. RRF ships a asumcd to
-a'ailable in full operational condition iii

rpnods ranging from five to 20 days after
the bginning of a mobiliaation.

*lcnr. are no nilitary or civilian min.
pos"er r scnes to man the ships. 'hie pme. Ready Resere Force seslift ships
sumption hAs been that manpower would
come from that portion of the commercial obtain firm information tojudgc the magni- greater commercial capability, tends tomerchant marine workforcc not at the time tudc and cffects of attrition in various situa- make them less useful for military pur-
wctively sailing. As the size of the commer- tions, but many senior officials raised poses.cial fleet shrinks, however, so does the size serious personal concerns about it-fre- For example, tankers must be both capi-of the workforce that it supports. The com- quently in private. In the conduct of its ble of carrying militarily useful petroleummercial workforce has decliped by more revised analysis during 1988, the Commis- products (i.e., refined products such as gas-than 60% since 1970 and, if current trends stun found that "when low to moderate oline, diesel fuel and jet fuel) and smallcontinue, will have a shortfall in the year attrition rates are introduced into the force enough to get into ports where the cargos2000 of more than 12,000 personnel, from deployment modeling process for the can be discharged in a timcly fashion closethe 22.000 necessary to man all the US global war scenario, the existing average to the area of need The trend toward hugestrategicsealiftandeconomicsupportships daily unit equipment delivery shortfalls tankers designed to carry crude oil orthat would be required during war or increase by as much as 50%." Experience refined products in large quantities, there-national emergency. Moreover, there will both in the Palkl'nd Islands and in the Per- fore, presents a growing problem for thebe particular shortages in specialized skills sian Gulf sugGests the possibility that, even availability of adequate militarily usefulnecessary tooperate the olderreserve ships, in low'intensity conflicts such asenvisioned capabiliy.such as engineers qualified to run steam in the singletheatcr "go it alone" scenario, Similarly, dry cargo ships must be capa.propulsion plants and deck personnel able attrition of merchant ships could become be of carrying the appropriate militaryto work cargo handling Sear. extremely significant. cargo and of access to usable unloadingAn increase in the number of reserve The question of attrition may be relevant facilities. In the world's comnnercial fleets.ships at the same time the commercial fleet to another area of concent. Defense plan- general purpose "breakbulk" ships have, toand work.force am declining simply makes ning provides that, with the exception of a large e.,. t, been replaced by large con-the problem worse and creates the prospect about 27,000 Navy and Marine Corps per- tainer ships that move cargo quickly andof ships that cannot sail because of the lack sonnel of the Assault Follow.On Echelon efficiently in standard size contairers orof qualified personnel. (AFOE) who would ba moved by ship, all "boxes." They normally lack onboardStalift isonly one component of the over- other personnel in either a single-theater or cargo handling capability and must rely onall strategic lift problem. Airlift and pre- a global deployment would be transported complex and extensive loading and offload-positioning of equipment abroad (for by air That approach presumes not only ing facilities on shore, If port facilities areexample, POMCUS (Pmpositioned Organ- that adequate airfields will be available but available and secure, containerships haveizational Material Configured in Unit Setsl that, should there be opposition, attrition great military utility for the movement ofin Europe and the maritime prmpositioning rates of personnel-carrying aircraft can be large volumes of cargo such as ammunitionforces in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere) kept to an acceptably low level, and supplies. Much military cargo, how-also are part of the equation. Any shortfalls Currently there is no backup planning for ever, particularly "unit equipment"in airlift and propositioning would place an movement by sea. There are only two pas- (wheeled and tracked vehicles, helicopters,increased burden on strategic sealift. Unfor- senger ships (both in the Hawaiian cruise artillery, and a host of logistics equipment),tunately neither airlift nor prepositioning trade) active under the US flag, and two is not readily suitable for containerization.have the actual capabilities that are assumed inactive ships plus four old troop transports Ships ideal for the movement of unit equip.by current planning. in reserve, and the number of passenger ment (roll-on/roll.off, breakbulk, and otherPlanning assumes that the national airlift ships in the EUSC fleet (which is barely noneontainerships) have mostly beencapability mets the 66-million ton-miles adequate to meet the current AFOErequire- driven from the seas by containerships andper day of lift stated as its interim goal; that men?) is projected to decline significantly specialized car carriers. Even the car car-capacity does not, however, currently exist during the next I I years. tiers, designed to carry the maximumand will not at least until the completion of ___numberof commercial automobiles in min-the C.17 program after the year 2000. Bigger Ships Not imumn space, rarely have the deck spicing orSimilarly, the US has not yet completed Necessarily Better strength to carry heavier military cquip.the "fill" of POMCUS stocks to provide the mcnt.equipment for six divisions to be deployed Ship types are as important as ship num.- The containerships themselves have

to Europe, which presumably would bers. Although ihc+increase in the size of become increasingly large (sonic too largeincrease the demand placd on strategic today'S mere hanlt ships olfsets much of the to pass through the Panama Canal) andsealift during the critical "surge" phase of a Ioss of cargo capacity caused by the reduc- reliant, even in Western Europe, upon andeployment. tion in numbers since World War II, increasingly limited number of vulnerableThe question of attrition is of great con. increased size is a mixed blessing. 'The ports. In other areas of the world, such ascem but seems to fall into the "too hard" characteristicsof the commercial merchant Southwest Asia, there arc few if anycategory during strategic mobility plan- fleets throughot the world havechanged in shoreside facilities, and the off-loading ofning. The Commission was not able to a way that, while giving the ships much large containci-hips "over the beach" or in
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unimproved ports would be costly in both 1989 and submitted personally to [iesident of the cost of ire C-1? program, and is in
time and resources. Bush on February 16th. the samic ballpark as the .annual expen-

The fourth report contained a detailed set diturms on government-owned strategic sea-
Shipbuilding Decline of legislative goals that wcre intended to lay lift resources during the early 1980s.

out with sonic specillcity the nature and Dcspitethe growingurgencyoftheprob-
The ability to build new ships has also content of legislation required to implc- len, the prospects for early passage of the

deteriorated. Because of the inability of men: those portions of the Commision's bill seem poor.
American yards to compete In terms of recommendations requiring changes to tl*. The issue Ia not one of supporlIng the
price, and frequently efficiency, with for. law. Legislation based on those goals was merchant marine at the expense of some
eign shipyards. there are currently no drafted at the behest of Congrcsman len- other national security component. It is one
oceangoing merchant ships under con. nett, and was introduced in the Housc on of having adequate strategic scahft, and a
struction in the US. The shipbuilding May 24th as the "Merchant Marine znd healthy merchant marine continues to be
industry, along with its suppliers of Defense Act of 1989." ,he most cost-effective and efficient way to
machinery and equipment, is almost The bill is a long and complex one, do it. The focus should not be on the alloca-
entirely dependent on a shrinking volume designed to implement those asiects of the tion of resources within DoD but, rather, on
of government (mostly Navy) business. Commission's recommendationi requiring national priorities. As Admiral Crowe said.

Even that Aurk tends to be concentrated legislative action. Although thert are many it is "a national problem."
in a small number of shipyards. Five major provisions, two are major: (I) Reform of the Clearly the position of the President will
yards have the majority of contracts for ODSprogramincludingallowancefor lim- be crucial. The Commission, in its first
Navy new, construction (Bath Iron Works. ited foreign procuremtent of ships, and (2) report an' in all that followed, urged the
General Dynamics Electric Boat, Newport Establishment of a "Procure and Charter defintion and promulgation of a reaffirmed
Ncs~ Shipbuilding. Ingalls Shipbuilding, and Shipyard Improvement" program for and restated National Maritime Policy and.
and Avondale lndustnes). Repair work is design and construction, at an average rate in the fourth report, even provided a draft
similarly concentrated in the eight naval of 12 ships per year, of militarily uscfui statement. Thereiteration of the importance
ship)ds. which currently have no new merchant vessels to be chartered to com- of the issue by the last three Secretaries of
construction capability, and in private merclaloperatorsatratcsallowingeffective Defense, the statements of senior uni-
shipyards (mostly in Navy homcport areas) competition for commercial cargo. formed personnel, and the President's
that either have no new construction capa. Other provisions deal with such matters ongoing review of national security policy
bility or have seen that capability decline As as the design and prototype construction of suggest that the essential Executive branch
they have concentrated upon the very dif- shipsthatcouldbebuiltinquantitydi'ringa leadership may well be forthcoming. The
ferent demands of repair work. Shipyards rnobili,.ation, the reform of the Federal Ship prospect for action now appears better than
upon which the burden of constructing a Mortgage Insurance (Title XI) Program, at any time during the past several years.
substantial number of merchant ships expansion of the cargo preference statutes On the other hand, them is a fascination
%ould fall during a mobilization or war are governing the shipment of US government with a high-tch fix for a low tech problem:
shnnking in number and capability. Many cargo, establishment of maritime manning some people argue that we don't need slow
have gone out of business or are in immi- requirements throught the regulatory pro. merchant ships but "very fast" scalift
ncnt danger of doing so. cess and establishment of a public/private ships, capable of speeds of 50 knots or

funded maritime R&D program, more, in order to reduce transit time to
Commission Recommendations In introducing the bill, Rep. Bennett and Europe. There has been no analytical dern-

his cosponsors stated, based on tie Com- onstration that transit speed is the crucial
In its second ieport. submitted in January mission's costlbcncfit analysis, that the variable in the scalift equation; indeed gains

1988. the Commission laid out a broad set total cost to the government would be from improved onload and offload time,
of seven major recommendations con. $13.4-billion over cleven years, but that which could accrue front improved ship
taining an integrated program to reverse the federal government revenues of $7.5-bil- design, appear substantially greater than
decline in the maritime industries. The rec- lion during the same period from charter gains from decreased transit speed.
ommendations centered around the issu- fees and increased taxes would reduce the Very fast sealift ships are frequently
ancebythePresidentofaclcarstatementof net cost to $5.9.billion. Moreover, the described in terrns of a "sea bridge" to
national .policy; reform of the Operating expenditure of the federal funds would add Europe, but such ships built on tie basis of
Differential Subsidy (ODS) program, over $43-billion to gross national product any of the known technologies, none of
designing to offset the difference between and create, directly and indirectly, almost which is yet sufficiently developed, would
US and foreign costs for operating mcr 120,000 jobs. consume vast amounts of fuel, prrhaps even
chant ships; establishment of a "Procure Certainly $1.2-billion of federal funds more than their cargo capacity. That would
an Charter" program to build militarily each year for I I years is significant, par- bea crucial limitation forthe most stressing
u' ful vessels for charter to private oper. ticularly in a time of tight budgets, but it is contingency, the deployment to a single dis-
ators undtrterms that would allow effective not overwhelming. It is less than one-third cant theater such as Southwest Asia.
competition for commercial cargoes: and a
variety of other measures. Fast stallft ship USNS Dellatrix

The reaction to the recommendations
wams, to put it mildly, restrained. Neither the
Executive branch nor the Congress showed r
any inclination to act rapidly or decisively. -.

and ccn the maritime industries had mixed . .; -.W... 91j .
sicws. In consequence. the Commission ,' .
during 1988 carefully analyzed and .... - i""

reevaluated its recommendations. It pre' -ff1 .
pared a detailed cost/bcnefit analysis,,
4htch was published in its third report, ub-l

mitted dunng the fall The analysis led to
rOi is1o11 to several rcommiendatioiis. and
the reicd recommendations and corre.
sponding cos.bcnetht analysis were con.
taincd in a fourth report dated January 20.
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Pmeurenicnt of enlough very Cst scli T hePolmWl o oAa
'ships would involve acquisition expen. 2 rbe Wl o oAa
ditures at least three times (lie-otal cost of One way or another, we nmt ~ddzess the
thcpt, iam providedinCongres~maa ikia availability oftadequate striategjic scalift. It is
nett's hill. without considering cmcwing. clearly pointless to have the best-trained.
op~rating. and maintenance fund%. Since bcst-cquippcd military forces in teworld if
operating costs %ould be many tinics those we cannot transport and support them
acceptable in cum mcirciol -service. there where and when tey ame nueded.
%%ould be little or no commercial market for flic problem rcquires co'jrdinatcd action
the ships and the g'ovcnimcrnt would have to front thc F..,xuivc branch. the Congress,
beat the entire financial burden. and the pnvatc sector. 711C Com1misiones

It is ironic that some critics who call the work and the B~ennett bill are sound starting
Commission's program "too) expensive" points in that process.
amt willing to endorse a prospective solo. We can-act now, while there is still a
tire,, not even currently achievable. that chane to achieve the ncessary results at a
would cost more than threc times;as much. reasonable cost. or we can delay until even
The prospect scrycs to divert both attentlion our current capability has aisappcared, the
and resources from a solution, less high. danger is -evcn more acute, and there is-no
i tch to be sure, that would-make a larger alternative to radical action at cxtrcmcly
contribution more quickly and at less cost. high cost. 0 Ar a

I Allan W. Cameron ms the executive director of the Commission on
Atrhtarn and Defensefrom January 1987 unti1its emnain
on 3 March 1989. Hie rwdoit deuercryers from 1960-63 as ana w
officer tau8ht political science at Bares College. and %,as associate
Heserwdlaz executive assistant to Sen. Jeremiah Demon (R.AL)from

LIY~j1981.86. Cameron holds a Phl~from the Fletcher School oftlaw iand
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"Airlift, Sealift in Short Supply zit Very ime ui.U browss

Fastest" by Benjamin F. Scriemmer. Armn lorcrs Journal
International (May 1989): 66-68.

- Thesis: United States strat.egic mojl lity pt-0Jle1)5 continue
because strategic sealift capabilities have dcreaied over
the last decade and the increase in t sti'ategic aIi iI:
capabilities has not kept pace with requirements.

- Short-Fall in US Sea and Air LiFt

The NATO commitment of 10 divisions in JO days
will take 30 days.

Since 1979 NATO's strategic sealif:t capAcity
in tonnage has dropped by 39 percent.

General Vuono, Army's chief of stat-t. said the Army's

biggest area of vulnerability in tnc' rvent rf
conventional war was "strategic Iit capabI it'

General Galvin, supreme allied commander Europe,
said, "I've got to have the C-17 +or the f:irst 10
days, but after that I need sealii:t." He added that
we must revive the merchant marinci to solve our
sealift shortfall.

- Improved Strategic Lift Capabilities, Unlil-ely

The Navy has been slow to form0.hllc an operational
requirement to build fast sealift ships Ind, a.s a
result, none are on the horizon.

Although the last of the 50 C-SI-is ordrred in the Reagan
Administration were delivered in April 19,3v. the -First
C-17 won't become operational unti] ltlptember 1992 at
the earliest. The last programmed (.- I vion't be
delivered until after the year 2000.

Capabilities will increase w . th the C I/. hut
requirements have increased at a 4aster ipace.

- The Army is Harder to Move

Despite some conversions to light in+antry divisions,
the Army's stateside -Forces reo'iro more lift than in
1980.

The Army needs 37 percent more C--17 sorties than it
did 10 years ago to get US-based for,-; into battle.

Increased Emphasis on C--17 Needed

Airlift still ranks third on LUiAF's modernizaioin
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priorities, behind strat.egic and ti(:t IL:.I FtC2S.

With all C-141, C-5, and KC-i,) capabiIities, MA ks

still 30 percent short -of its goal o-f 66-milion tonn-
miles per day.

However, the Pentagon has nc;. increased its planned -buy
of 210 C-17s.

Strategic Lift Problem Developing at Cr-i-tical Time

Withdrawal of troops from Europe and the I-at East seems
likely.

Admiral Crowe recently told Congress, "IF fiscal
realities were to require force reductions both
home and overseas, our mobility assets would
become even more critical."

Senator William S. Cohen, the ranking minority
member of the Subcommittee on Projection Forces
and Regional Defense, said, "Our a-l1ies want our
support, but not our -Forces the3re. 'rhiey want us jus-t
over the horizon. Our principal national security
priority is projection of force capabilities."

Lt Col John Dalton, US-AF
I rene Pet-r sori--Morrow, ed.
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Airlift, Sealift in Short Supply at
Very Time Need Grows Fastest

by

Benjamin F. Schemnicr

T HE US is woefully short of airlift and sealift. and the just the Department of Defense. It gets Into the whole mer-
problem will get worse before it gets better. chant vessel fleet problem." Notwithstanding recent studies

The Army still can't get to war on time, won't be able to ordered by Congress. little is being done.
in the foreseeable future, and is getting harder to move, not
easier. It owns far more divisions than the US has airlift or The Fast Soalift Catch-22
sealift to move them overseas, and it takes 37% more airlift
to move them than it did 10 years ago. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA), who heads the Sen-

Although more than four division sets of cquipment are ate Armed Services Subcommittee on Projection Fores and
flow propositioned in Europe, the US still can't gnel ihe Regional Defense, learned in mid-April that sealift has
,zommitment it made to NATO in 1982 of having 10 divi- become a catch-22 issue. The Navy had just sent Congress asions in Europe within 10 days of a decision to reinforce. it long-awaited study on the feasibility of building very large
takes closer to 30 days' using virtually all of the US' airlift fast sealift ships, ones which might move an entire Army
force and a vast amount of the fastest scalift available. The division to Europe in four days. The report showed that the
US reinforcement plan calls further for another 1O divisions technology was closer at hand than some skeptics have
to be committed to NATO within the first few months of a believed. Kennedy asked what the Navy planned to do about
conflict, it, since regional conimanders-in-chiefs and the Army have

General Carl E. Vuono, the Army's Chief to Staff, told been begging for such ships for years. Kennedy was told the
AFJI in an October interview that his major concern in the Navy was about to launch another study. Asked why it
event of conventional war, the Army's biggest area of vul- needed another study. the Navy said it couldn't spend
nerability "is strategic lift capability." any money on the program because it had no "T '-

Airlift and scalift are becoming increasingly important Temporary Operational Requirement. Kennedy asked who
linchpins in America's national security strategy, but the writes the TOR. 'te Navy said it does.
prospects of getting more airlift or sealift in the next live In March of 1988 General Glenn K. Otis, then Coi-

years are bleak, perhaps negligible. The fast ofthe 50 mander-in-Chief of US Anny Europe, told the Senate Armed
Lockheed C-SBs ordered in the Reagan Administration, Services Committee, "We need a 'sea bidge' to Europe."
for instance, was delivered on April 17h, and the first Thisyear, Sen. K.nnedyseemedbemusedtoleartheNavy
McDonnell Douglas C-17 won't become operational until T a r, Sen. one se it has o earn the

September of 1992 at the earliest. (In early 1980, then can't build one because it has "no requirement" for the
Defense Secretary Harold Brown had directed that the plane, problem it's supposed to solve.
then known is the C-X, achieve an initial operational capa.
bility by September of 1985, but its funding priorities slipped Ill-timed Hiatus
after Brown decided in 1982 to reopen the C-SB production
line and also buy KC-1Os first. The contractors' C-X bids This hiatus in strategic lift is developing at an awkward
weighed nine tons.) moment in history. The likelihood is that the US will have

Fast sealhft ships, which regional commanders-in-chief to be more prepared than ever to move its stateside-based
cite as their biggest long-term need, arc not even on the forces to some foreign contingency in a hurry. Pressures arc
horizon, and sealift forces overall arc in even shorter supply building to withdraw troops from Europe and the Far East-
than airlift. Since 1979 NATO's strategic sealift capacity whether because of Congressional impatience with allied
has shrunk from 4,534 ships to 1,885, and the tonnage they burden-sharing or to pare down overseas forces as an cx-
can cany has dropped by 39%. (See table). pcndient fix to the defense budget squeeze or because of

General John R. Galvin, the Supreme Allied Commander hoped-for reductions in European force levels as a result of
Europe, told AFJI in early April, "I've got to have the C-17 negotiations on conventional arms reductions.
for the first 10 days, but after that I need salift. The answer General Duane H. Cassidy, Commander-in-Chief of US
is to revive the merchant marine." But as General Vuono Transportation Command and Commander-in-Chief of Mili-
noted last October, "The scalift problem is broader than tary Airlift Command, sums it up this way: "Reducing our

Rcprnicd with permitsin from Artned Forces Journal Inirnomtinal, May 1989. Pp. 66. 68. Copyright 1989
Arn F orces Jounl intcrnaul onal, Inc.
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NATO's Strategic Sealift Capacity Weight Growth of Army Units
(Dry Cargo Only; Bulk Cargo Ships Excluded) (Weight In Tons)

Capacity Air
Number ofahips (1,000 tons) Mech Abn Assault

1979 1989 1979 1989 As of: Div Div - liv

US flag 280 154 4,9S4 3,946 1980 66,748 17,724 15,900
MSC controlled 30 40 374 941 1981 73,099
RRF 6 81 73 1,3S9 1985 93,373 22,783 30,215

EUSC 44 19 343 294INDRF 168 !14 1,801 1,311
t - -1 1. CMMS data (Scesarom I or 2) from USAF Studies and AnaI)s

US sub tot! 528 408 7,545 7,851 (.enter
NATO 4,006 1,477 36.341 18,851 2. CX dala provekd Iy CX Program OfHk to evaluate capabilities

C.. of proposed CX design
Total 4,534 1,885 43,886 26,702 3. J SeekisVTAADSdata(Apritl i985)fromTRADOC.USArmy

troop strength in Europe will not only exacerbate our ability 37% Greater Need, but Same Number of C-17&
to rapidly reinforce Europe but other theaters as well."

Admiral William J. Crowe. Jr., Chairman of the Joint But the weight or lift creep problem is not one the Ser:
Chiefs of Staff. told Congress in March. "If fiscal realities vices appear to wiorry about. Neither the Army nor Military
were to require force reductions both home and overseas. Airlift Command said they had--or could find--an, data
our mobility assets would become even more critical." comparing 1980 and 1989 lift requirements for difterent

The prospect of troop withdrawals looms even closer on Army divisions. One might think both organizations ssould
the horizon because allies are grnwing uncomfortable with be tracking the problem carefully: the number of C- I 7s the
the American presence That's been especially evident in Pentagon plans to buy has been fixed at 210 aircraft (plus
news stories from South Korea. but it's a major concern in three planes for test) since 1981. but airlift requirements
Eu,-ope as well. Sen. William S. Cohen (R-ME), the rnk- have grown dramatically in the interim. It would take 218
ing minority member of the Subcommittee on Projection C-17s today to do the job the 210-plane fleet was designed
Forces and Regional Defense, told the annual luncheon of for 10 years ago. But neither the Air Force nor the Army has
the American Defense Preparedness Association on April suggested increasing the C-17 buy by one plane. Indeed.
19th, "Our allies want our support, but not our forces there. airlift still ranks third on USAF's list of modemi/ation
They (nowl want us just over the horizon." Cohea added, priorities: strategic forces comes first, tactical forces next
"Our principal [national security] priority is projection of airlift last.
force capabilities." There isn't much "tablc-thumping" to make strategic '

the issued many think it should be. On April 18t'
The Army Is Harder to Move instance, USAF General Thomas C. Richards, the r.,

Commander-in.Chief of US European Command. testih..
The Army has worked hard to improve its strategic before the Senate Armed Services Committee on "Military

deployabilily by creating five new light infantry divisions strategy and operational requirements for NATO defense
(someconverted fromthe heavierregular infantry divisions), and rapid reinforcement." But the C-17 was just one of 24
but its stateside forces require more lift than in 1980, not specific hardware programs for which he asked Congrcs-
less. Army mechanized divisions are 409k heavier-.-he 101st sional sL 'port; it was lost in his wish list. Airlift and scalift
Air Assault Division 90% bigger, the 82nd Airborne Divi- weren't mentioned until page 12 of his 16-page statement.
sion 29% heavier--than in 1980. when a Congressionally each got a short paragraph. they totaled about 1/40th of his
Manadated Mobility Study to set long-range airlift and sealift prepared text.
goals was launched. Indeed, even the light divisions now it takes 29,591 C-141B and 4,361 C-5 sorties to move all
require about 3% more lift thkn the Army envisioned in of the Army's US-based active and reserve divisions over-
1985. The situation will get even worbe, since the Army seas. But Military Airlift Command today has only 234
now wants to convert the 9th Motorized Infantry Division at C-141s and I 0 C-Ss. ltere's what that means. Take a hypo.
Ft. Lewis, WA, into a mechanized division: that would thctical set of contingencies in which no airlift was required
increase it! lift requirements by 66%. from 730 C-17 sorties for tactical air squadrons or Marines; in which the airlift
to 1.209. force flew round-the-clock, back-to-back sorties and in

The net result: it takes fir Prore Lairlift to gtth" -".y, , hch .. ,,," "'- s ,,, lo,,,d ,,, u,,odcd ind.antancousl.
US-based forces into battle than it did 10 years ago. By It would take 84 days to get the Army to war by C- 141 and
AFJI's calculations, in 1980 it would have required 7,052 26 days to move its outsi7c cargo in C-5Bs. But in one of
C-17 sorties to move just the Army's a,:ivc division% over- the key scenarios for the 1981 mobility study, Army forces
seas: today it wouid take 9.661 sorties, a 37% increase, accounted for only about hall of the initial lift required.
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How Army Airlift Requirements Have Grown
1980 Active Forcest 1989 Active Forces2

Type of Division # Units Weight3/1)iv Total Weight # Units Weight'/lFv Total Weight

Airborne 1 17,724 17,724 1 22,783 22,783
Air Assault 1 15,900 15,900 I 30),215 30,215
Infantry 2 29,202 58,404 0 - (1
Light Infantry 0 o 0 "2 13,534 27,068
Motorized 0 0 1 43,864 43,864
Mechanized 4 66,748 266,992 4 93,373 373.492
Armored 2 67,883 135,766 2 90,216 180,432

Total 10 494,786 iI 677,854

The 50th and last C-5B was delivered to the Air Force on grcssionally Mandated Mobility Study. (Of four contingen-
Apnl 17th. Those planes have increased Military Airlift cies studied, the Ieat demanding one required 83-million
Command's lift capability by 71/2-million ton-miles per day ton-miles per day, 26% more than the interim goal ) With
.,ince the first one was delivered in 1985. Coupled with the C-5B out of production and the C-17 just entering
programs to stretch MAC's C- 141 s so they could cirry about productior. no airlift capability will be added for the next
30% more cargo and to buy 44 KC-10 cargo/tanker aircraft four years. and the 66-inillion-ton-mile goal won't be attained
(both long completed), MAC has rcalizcd an 87% increase until after the year 2(XX), when the last of 21O C-17s will be
in its strategic airlift capability over its 1980 level of 24.6- delivered.
million ton-miles per day. But MAC Is still 30% short of Its By that time, of course, no one knows how heavy the
interim, budget constrained goal of 66-million ton-milcs per Army will be.
day, a compromise figure that carne out of the 1981 Con-
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"The US Transportation Command--Up and Running." P
TransPortatlon Journal 45, no. 1 (February 1989): 22-24.

- Thesis: The US Transportation Command has improved the
nation's ability to transport combat forces, but significant
challenges remain.

- Background

-- The US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) took full
operational control of common-user transportation forces
of its component commands on 1 Oct 1988.

The three component commands are the Navy's
Military Sealift Command, the Army's Military
Traffic Management Command, and the Air Force's
Military Airlift Command.

The previously established Joint Deployment Agency was
integrated Into USTRANSCOM.

--- Functions include planning, coordinating and

monitoring dep1oym@nt6, and su5taining and
redeploying combat forces and equipment.

USTRANSCOM Mission

-- Provide global land, sea, and air transportation to meet
national security needs.

-- Component commanders maintain operational control over
their forces while USCINCTRANS exercises overall
command.

-- Participates in exercises to refine its plans and
procedures as well as those of warfighting commands It
supports.

--- Manages deployment execution, coordinates closure
estimates for theater commanders, and publishes
force movement schedules.

--- Peacetime and wartime procedures are identical;
only the tempo of activity should change.

- Challenges for USTRANSCOM

-- integrate a global command, conLrol, communications, and
computer network to provide flexibility and information
to decision makers at every level of responsibility.
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Network must link DOD, DOT, other federal agencies,
the transportation agencies of allied nations, and
the civil transportation sector.

USTRANSCOM must advocate mobility policies and assets
required to better support national strategy.

Includes a National Sealift Policy, a stronger US
Merchant Marine, additional sealift ships,
additional military cargo aircraft, additional
Civil Reserve Air Fleet cargo-capable aircraft,
improved containerized ammunition outload
capabilities, and additional trucking and rail
assets to move outsized cargo.

Improve readiness posture of transportation community.

Advocate importance of timely mobilization
decisions by national command authority.

--- Maintain vitality of commercial air, land, and sea
carriers.

--- Continue to refine movement requirements of
deploying units to conserve lift resources.

Lt Col Larry Radov, USAF
Irene Pearson-Morrow, ed
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U.S T ,spafo Comm ndot~nCm~dad o~ne he

G~en. Duane H. Cassidfy serves at Scott AFB, Illinois,in the di t capacity of Cormnanderin Chief of the U.S.

of thme M~ilitary Airlift Cuommand. As Commnander in
Chief of tlie U.S. Transportation Command, he is
responsible for strategic ntobilaty plan ning and war-
time transportation by land, sea, and air for all U.S.
fighting focst n on ntew~d sCorn-

nine nChief of thme Military Airlift Command, he
cmadsupervises,.ris and equips forces that

provide airlift, special operations, rescue, and aero-
space environmental arid visual information services
to U.S. combat commands wvherever located, ond air-
lift support to the Offlice of the f'.resldent. Gets. Cassidy
is destgnated-the Executive Director of the Sing?*
Manager for Airlift Service ar~d is responsibe to theGeneral Duane H. CaSSIdy Secretary of the Air force for worldwide air transporta-

Commander In Chief tion andair logistics support of U.S. forces In peacetimne.
USTRANSCOM

quartered at Falls Church, Va., and the Air Force's Military
Airlift Command, headquartered at Scott AFB, Illinois.

Prio. to that event, the former Joint Deployment Agency
from MacDill AFBI. Fla. was integrated into USTRANSCOM41 headquarters. That- addition contributed to an authorized
headquarters strength, at the beginning of Fiscal Year 1989, of
371 civilians and -military people of all uniformed services.
While the Joint Deployment Agency no longer exists as a
separate organizational entity, its functions continue to be
performed throughout- USTRANSCOM headquarters. They
include planning, coordinating and monitoring deployment,
sustainment and -redeployment of combat forces and their
equipment using the joint Deployment System,a system oper-
ating within the Worldwide Military Command and Control
System. 'Through it, USTRANSCOM manages deployment
execution, coordinates closure estimates for use by overseas
theater commanders, and publishes force movement sche-
dules. The staff is participating in the development of the Joint
Operation Planning and Execution System (IOPES) which will
integrate crisis action and deliberate planning Into a single
planning and execution system.

The broad USTRANSCON, mission is to provide global land,
Vice Admiral-Albert J,. Herberger sea, and air transportation to meet national security needs. It

supports the otherunified and specified commands by manag-
Deputy Commander in Chief ing and providing its com pone nts' comsmo n- user transporta-

UISTRANSCOM tion forces in crisis or -war. Each component commander
retains operational control over his own forces while
USCINCTRANS exercises overall command of those forces.
USCINCTRANS also is a linchpin in the joint strategic mobility

The U.S. Transportation Command-Up and Running planning process of-deliberate planning. He orchestrates all
The United States Transportation Command (USTRANS- phases of the refinement of operation plans including trans-

COMI becarne ftilt> operational on Ott, 1, 19f86 at Scott AF8, portation orientation throughout the process. The command
Ill under it, CorTymnand(-r in -Chir'l, t)SCINCTRANS, Gen. participates irs exercises it) refine its own plans and procedures
Duane H Cassidy. U3SAF. On. that date, lie took operational as well as those of the warfighting commands which it sup-
command of the ((,immokn-t-tir transportation forces of po. ts. As for shifting-from a peacetime to a wartime footing,
UST RA\5(;-Ohi's conmponent t-wnmamds. They ate the Navy's the guiding principle is that peacetime and wartime proce-
Niilitar% Sv,tlift Command I headcquatt-red in Wa,,hingtor tDC, dure's should be identical, only the tempo of activity shotilr
the Arm/vs Militar> Traffic Managenmrt Command, head. chant;v.
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1 his unified transportation command offers several arivan- lion iti wartime. In view of that heavy reliance, h has parti.
tages over previous riethods of managing mobility arid pated vigorousty ;n a cooperative elfort with the National
deployment. It improve, ;uint coordination of transportation Defense Transportation Association to communicate wtl 'he
planning and execution. It optimizes use of transportation civil sector and other government agencies to help focus on
resources. It requires integration of numerous communica. solutlon, to national mobility problems, including shortages of
tions and computer systems into one user-oriented network of airlift and sealift.
systems which will provide information tailo ed to each decl- A major step lit this effort was the NDTA's 43rd Annual
s,on maker at every level of responsiblilty. Transportation and Logistics Forum lit October 190. Its theme,

That network of systems will be part of a glohal cemmand, "Deterrence Thru Deployment," helped focus national atten-
control, communications and computer network, called the tion on the important role of civil transportation Industries In
Global Transportation Network (GTN), which will provide the projecting military power abroad.
reins of unified transportation command. To acquire such a Throughout the forum's panel discusslons, three themes
net% ork, USTRANSCOM is developing a Command. Control, repeatedly surfaced as keys to Improving the readiness posture
Communications, and Computer Systems Master Plan-the of the defense transportation community.
road map toward a fully capable global mobility management First, timely mobilization decisions are essential because
system which will include the ability to track mission-essential procedures for activating reserve forces, generating civilian
troops and material with total intermodal intransit visibility transportation and preparing host nation reception facilities
from origin to overseas destinations and return. That visibility need to be inithted as early as possible.
- essential because the command must be able to marty troop Second, close and smooth interaction among DoD, DoT,
movements and equipment shipments as well as diveit f RMA, US1 RANSCOM and Its 'omponents, civilian agencies
movements arid reorder their priorities to respond to the and other government agencies is critical to successful alloca-
dynamics of modern combat. Thus flexibility is the key to lion of the nation's mobility resources.
responsive transportation because, historically, there has n ever Finally, there is a need for deploying units to continue to
been enough transportotion available in wartime to satisfy all refine the identification of their movement requirements so
demands, that limited, precious lift resources would not be wasied.

Good communications and computer systems are the keys NDTA's eagerness to engage In productive dialogue on a
to that flexibility. They must link all members of the global subject of vital national importance during this forum is wit-
tuansportation community including the Department of ness to the wedding of the public and private transportation
Defense, the Department of Transportation, other federal ommunities by compulsion of circumstance. The vitality of
agencies, the transportation agencies of allied nation%, and the commercial air, land and sea transportation carriers Is as
civil transportation sector. important to U.S. forward defense strategy as the readiness of

In addition to making more efficient use of the limited the nation's combat forces.
transportation asseisalready available, USCINCTRANS strongly For the benefit of the other unified and specified com-
aidvocates mobility policies and assets required to better sup- manders whom he supports, Gen. Cassidy also brings his
port the national strategy of fonvard defense. These Include a advocacy of transportation issues to the Secretary of Defense's
r,,ational Sealif, Policy articulated it the highest level of Defense Resources Board and throughout the Planning, Pro-
government, a stronger United States Merchant Marine, addi- gramming and Budgeting System. Consequently, transpona-
ronal seaht ships. additional military cargo aircraft, additional tion now receives attention at least equal to that afforded
Civil Reserve Air Fleet cargo-capable aircraft, improved con- other readiness issues and acquisitions of weapons systems,
tainerized ammunition outload capabilities, and additional many of which will depend on transportation for their effec-
:ru .ing and rail assets to move outsize cargo. tive use in combat.

Gen. Cassidy also advocates stronger USTRANSCOM ties Throughout the Department of Defense, there Is, indeed,
with the civil transportation sector upon which USTRANS- wide recognition of Winston Churchill's maxim, "Supply and
COM would rely for the bulk of national defense transporta- transport stand or fall together; history depends on both."
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"The C-17 In an Iran Scenario: A Perspective Beyond
66--Million Ton-Miles per Day" by Lt Col J. David Patterson.
&L.niA == J uAna ! __ iil (January 1988): 42-48.

- Thesis: Airlift Is hampered by an overemphasis on achieving
intercontinental ranges and speeds to the exclusion of other
important aspects of the total airlift system such as direct
delivery capability.

- Background

With the emphasis on building conventional forces in the
1960s, a greater requirement emerged for projecting US
forces over long distances at speeds only jet aircraft
could achieve.

--- This requirement referred to as intertheater or
strategic airlift was initially satisfied by the
C-141 and later the C-5.

Concerns over adequate airlift capability led to the
1981 Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study which
established an airlift goal of 66 million ton-miles per
day (MTM/D).

In 1982 a debate occurred over whether to buy C-5Bs or
the lower-cost 747s to help reach the airlift goal. The
C-SB was selected because of its military utility
despite its higher cost.

The C-5B can carry key outsized equipment that
troops need to survive, whereas the 747 can not.

A 1986 Congressional Budget Office study compared the
C-17 program with other airlift alternatives to see
which came the closest to satisfying the 66 MTM/D goal.
The study favored a C-5/747 combination that overlooked
military utility such as direct delivery.

C-17 Military Utility

-- Life cycle cost of C-17 aircraft is $16 billion less
with 15,000 less support personnel and crew members.

-- Based on flying hour utilization rates, the C-17
outhauls the C-5B slightly.

Because of its backing ability, payload: and short
ground time, the C-17 translates into a least an 85
percent greater cargo throughput capability at large,
medium, or small airfield ramp areas.
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-- Can deliver cargo directly where it is needed into
airfields with runways 3,000 ft long and 80 ft wide.

Direct delivery eliminates the need to reload cargo
onto C-130s for transshipment forward.

--- Direct delivery allows for airlift of outsized
heavy firepower to confront an enemy as far forward
as possible.

C-17 versus C-5 in Southwest Asia Scenarios

-- In two simulations, direct delivery is able to cut the
advance of penetrating enemy forces at least in half.

--- The C-17 provides timely direct delivery of troops
and heavy firepower to a position where they offer
great resistance to the enemy's advance.

--- Time required to maneuver troops and heavy
equipment to battle line is greatly reduced.

Achieving a 66 MTM/D airlift goal must be balanced with the
military utility the equipment provides. The C-17 provides
a unique and valuable mil-itary utility with direct delivery.

Lt Col Larry Radov, USAF
Irene Pearson-Morrow, ed
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The C-17 in an Iran Scenario: A Perspective Beyond
66-Milion Ton-Miles per Day

by

Lt Col J. David Patterson, USAF

A irlift, though recognized as a potent and tination. And once the men and materiel were
timely capability for projecting troops and on the ground, it was up to the ground forces

equipment to counter an advancing enemy, and the tactical C-130s to move the troops and
suffers from a pervasive misperception. Its equipment forward.
definition is hampered by an overemphasis on However focusing primarily on a millions-of-
achieving intercontinental ranges and speeds ton.-milcs capability leads to inappropriate and
to the exclusion of other important aspects of impractical solutions to the airlift shortfall. If
the total airlift system. The preoccupation the only concern is moving undefined cargo of'
with the intercontinental airborne transporta- some known weight, then any large tube with
tion- mission, variously referred to as 'long- wings will do. Typical of the confusion this
range," "strategic," and "intertheater," has generates was the heated debate that took
been endemic to the thinking about airlift. place in Congress in the spring of 1982 follow-
During the 1980s, this persistent, mispercep- ing the award of a contract to Lockheed for an
tion has become codified as an airlift goal of 66 additional 50 C-5Bs. Boeing attempted to
million ton-miles per day (MTM/D), first es- make a case for its 747 aircraft as a lower-cost
tablished by the 1981 Congressionally Man- alternative to additional C-Ss, basing its argu-
dated Mobility Study. It's not that there is ment on the 747s capacity to haul bulk, over-
anything intrinsically wrong with 66 MTM/D, size, and some outsize items strategic
so long as there is some assurance it can be distances, as well as the 747's earlier
delivered where needed, in time. availability since it was already in production.
After a decade and a half of reliance on Lockheed survived the challenge by Boeing

nuclear superiority, President Kennedy on the weight of testimony by the military Ser-
changed the direction of America's defense vices and Sen. Sam Nunn (D-GA) extolling the
effort to emphasize building conventional for- virtue of the C-5's unique military capability to
ces. Consequently, there emerged a greater carry a greater variety of outsize equipment.
requirement for projecting US forces over During the Senate debate of May 13, 1982,
long distances at speeds only jet aircraft could Sen. Nunn offered the following argument
achieve. Propeller-driven aircraft available at against the proposed amendment to buy
that time were not up to the requirement; the Boeing 747s, characteristically emphasizing
C-141 and later the C.5 were developed to the military aspects of the C-5:
answer the need for long range and speed. The We have kcy equipment that has to be on the grond if-asymmetric involvement with long-range air- ourtoopsaregoitosuriMr.Presnt, youcaanot
lift-that evolved with the C-141 and C-5 has get acombatcng ne vhkl ina747.Youcannotgeta
been the chief nemesis for those advocating Clt.47. You cannot get the 8nch self.propelld
the modernization of airlift with the new Mc- howitzr. You cannot ga the 155-millimeter
Donnell Douglas C-17. self-prcpellcd howitzer [in a 74". ... Ye because they
The understanding I .as been that there would are oh airplanes, people, too many people, are not

looking at te fundamental difference between the C-5be airfields with runways, taxiways, and ramips and the 747 .... So, I urge my colleagues to take a dosecapable of handling these aircraft at the des- look at the equipment, take a close look at the military

Rcpnned with p mifroin n nornAntud Va=wllntaraid, 3.nuau iS. ' 42- 44, Cc jhl li,,i,
t' ArmyandN yloumrm! Inc.
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igument There is not a ne unifomed miliiary force cost studies in the AMP found that the
persn that I knvwto issupplttng t ' ,Mmcndmcnt. C-17 program saved 15,000 personnel and

Generally, there was an ambiguous under- rcsulted-in a cost savings of $16-billion over
standing of the relative military worth of the the life of the airplane. MAC's Directorate of
C-S and 747 ton-miles. An inappropriate cm- Studies and Analysis, in a March 3984 study,
phasis on range and speed in reducing the compared the C-17 and C-5 with regard to the
strategic airlift mobility shortfall created the contribution each made to the strategic airlift
issue for the debate, requirement. When anticipated flying hour

utilization rates are considered, the C-17 is
Military UtilityOverlooked more productive. MAC found that the con-
Ckarly, millions of ton-miles per day will not tribution to the long-ran e ton-mile require-

disappear, at least as a bookkeeping measure ment provided by 108 17s, when flown at
in force-level cost-comparison studies. Even system-limited wartime hours per day, would
the US Air Force Airlift Master Plan (AMP) be 15.64 M71M/D, while an equal number of
tallied MTM/D, albeit augmented by C-5Bs provide 15.53 MTM/D.
transshipment sorties in-theater at the end of One of the more appropriate ways of viewing
intertheater C-17 missions. However, at a min- the dynamics of the airlift requirements is to
imum, such cost assessments should include analyze those demands in a realistic and chal-
supporting evaluations of military worth. Such lengmg combat scenario. So, with Sen. Nunn's
assessments should consider important airlift advice to "take a close look at the military
system constraints on total tons delivered per argument" firmly in mind, the remainder of
day, to include origin and destination airfields this article will describe the unique military
and road march times for delivering specific utility ofthe C-17 and its contribution in con-
military units to defined destinations within a junction with the current airlift system in three
stated time-limit. Is this not the sort of refer- ways:
ence to military utility Sen. Nun found absent
in the Boeing 747 proposal'? . . through an examination of ramp flow-
The kind of substitution of big airfield and though.or throughout, for varying

commercial aircraft ton-miles for military ramp sizes;
capabilitythat Sen. Nunn warned against per- * in a hypothetical but representative
sists. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) conflict scenario (a US military deploy-
published a September 1986 study of the C-i7 mert to blunt an incursion by Soviet
program and other alternatives for improving forces into Iran); and
strategic mobility. Several times this report a by a study of the timeliness of
noted that the rmlitary Services do not believe deliveries by airlift.
the 66 MTM/D goal would be sufficient to
meet the requirements of a major conflict with The Iran scenario is a representative exten-
the Soviets; rather, it represents a compromise sion of the ramp flow-through analysis, since it
between meeting the needs fully and holding includes factors typical of difficult tasks for
down costs. The actual goal could be as high as airlift found throughout the world: terrain
112 MTM/D, a value suggested in the E'BO problems, limited available airfields, and a re-
study which assumed an all-out war in Europe qurement to deploy a sizeable US force. The
requiring "479,000 tons of cargo in a 15-day prudence of looking at US capability to project
period." But the CBO study substituted big- forces to discourage Soviet adventurism in
airfield C-5 ton-miles and 747-type commer- Iran was put succinctly by Joshua Epstein in his
cial ton-miles to achieve the 66 MTM/D book Strategy and Force Planning: Th7e Case of
Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study goal, the Persian Gulf. He observed: "In summary,
in place of the C-17's direct delivery capability given the extremely grave consequences that
While the CBO was quick to acknowledge the would attend a successful Soviet attack, given
substantial sacrifice of military utility, the the potential threat posed by Soviet forces
economic tradeoffs prevailed. north of Iran, given the uncertainty surround-
Even viewed as simply a MTM/D issue, there ing Soviet intentions in the region and recog-

is a compelling argument favoring the C-17. nizing the economic importance and political
The Military Airlift Command's (MAC) total instability of the area, it is a contingency that
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no responsible analyst can ignore." Before ground duties such as filing flight plans and
dealing with a notional scenario, however it's taking meals. Minneman notes that the entire
important to understand what will be unique planned inventory of 180 C-17s did not require
about the C- 17 capability and how it compares all one-million sq ft of ramp. Additionally,
in significant performance characteristics to using Minneman's mathematics, one finds that
th. C-SB, currently the only US outsize cargo the C-17 could also deliver this 3,840 tons of
airlifter. cargo into a ramp area of only 685,000 sq ft,

Dr. Milton J. Minneman, a member of the since the limiting factor is numbers (180) of
staff of the Under Secretary of Defense for aircraft. If the C-5s were limited to the same
Research and Engineering, recognized the 685,000-sq-ft ramp, they could be expected to
need to describe the airlift requirement in deliver only 1,380 tons, or 64% less.
terms that went beyond the MTM/D equation. The advantages of the C-17 are more
In a spring 1985 unpublished analysis, he corn- pronounced when Minneman uses a 185,000-
paredthe throughput capability projected for sq-ft small airfield for the comparison. Be-
the C-17 and the C-5B. The-analysis was based cause of the limited-ramp space, both aircraft
on off-loading at two airfields of differing would remain on the ground the shortest los-
sizes: one that Dr. Minneman viewed as a sible time and, therefore, offload with engines
medium-size airfield with a ramp area of one running and crews remaining at the aircraft.
million sq ft and one lie considered a small-size This procedure reduces the ground times con-
airfield with a ramp area of 185,000 sq ft. The siderably to 0.5 hours for the C-17 and 0.75
advantages of the C-17 accrued as a result of its -hours for the C-5. Minneman's calculations

usin the small airfield show that the C-17
would be able to generate 95 sorties per day,
and deliver 4,560 tons, whereas the C-5

Figure 1 could provide only 24 sorties per day, deliver-
C-TIlC-5 Productivity Comparison ing 1,656 tons. If during the engine-running

offload of cargo, kneeling and unkneeling the
,,, Oc.s N C.17 C-5 are required, an-additional one-half hour
(S, Ft I must be added to the-ground time. The added

,.r,, 2.70 time decreases the number of sorties the C-5
can generate into the small airfield, andsub-

, ,, .. sequently the tons of -cargo delivered drops to
966, nearly 80% less than the C-17.
In addition to making very efficient use of

US.A" 0 available ramp space, the C-17 carrying outsize
cargo will be able tO-get into small airfields
w , . ith runways only 3,000 ft lon& and 80 ft wide,

Tom I,,,, ,P, Do)and taxiways as narrow as 50 ft. With the
operational capability to back up a two-degree
slope carrying its maximum payload, the -17
will be extremely maneuverable in confined

ability to carry cargo efficiently to a wide spaces, able to turn 180 degrees in 80 ft. This
variety of airfields. Its size, payload, backing small-field capability enables the C-17 to
turns, agility in parking, and Around times deliver cargo directly-to where its needed and
translate into greater cargo "throughput, eliminates having to reload cargo onto C-130s
measured in tons per day-moved into an air- for transshipment forward. But when the dis-
field (Figure 1). cussion is limited to achieving 66 MTM/D, the
Using a standard ground time of 2.2 hours increased capability in terms of factors affect-

for the C-17 and 3.2 hours for the C-5 during ing military utility .ike runway length, taxiway
offloading at the medium-size airfield, the C width, maximum number of aircraft on the
17 was shown capable of generating 80 sorties ground, ramp size, and runway width do-nc
per day delivering 3,840-tons, while the C-5 -play as boldly nor does the caoability repre-
could deliver 2,070 tons, or 46% less. The sented by the C-17 emerge as dramaticall,.iIn
standard ground time assumes the aircraft en- other words, without considering all -the
gines are shut down and the crew accomplishes
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parameters involved in moving cargo, the pic- Michael Gordon, in a December 14, 1986, New
ture lacks realism and, as was mentioned York Times article, "A 1980 Soviet Test: How
before, any long tube with wings will do. to Invade Iran," also discusses Iran as a pos-
Within the context of a plausible combat sible target for Soviet incursion.
scenario, the C-17 becomes an even more Once committed, the Soviet forces in the
credible contributor to achieving the total air- scenario would move to secure Tehran and
lift requirement. Northern Iran and then proceed south to oc-
L.TV Corporation's Corps Tactical Airland cupy the remainder of central Iran. Two Soviet

Battle Simulator (Corps-TABS) provided divisions from Afghanistan would advance on
Douglas Aircraft Company a wargaming the port city of Bandar Abbas. Analyses done
model for a computer airlift simulation, con- using LTV's Corps-rABS modeled a total
tributing extensive airlift nodelin, and com- Soviet force of 23 diivisions in three armies and
bat simulation to describe the benefits of one corps, which would be needed to invade
various airlift options in a wide range of and control Iran effectively. (The scenario
scenarios. Such wargaming illuminates the described is a subjective representation used
value of the options in terms of the effect each as background in studying various notional air-
has on the'course of the battle.-Early airlift of lift requirements and is not in any way as-
heavy firepower can take advantage of sociated with current DoD contingency plans
favorable defensive terrain to slow enemy nor is it a forecast of future events. It is solely
progress until more reinforcements can arrive, a hypothetical vehicle to evaluate airlift
thereby denying enemy combatants the oppor- capabilities and airlift's contribution to land
tunity to gain new territory which must til- battle effectiveness.)
timately be recaptured. The formidable task facing a US military

Success or failure turns on the speed with force sent to challenge the Soviets is to deploy
which US forces can be brought to bear. This enough-men arid equipment in a short enough
may sound too obvious; however, remember period of time to blunt the Soviet advance with
the capability to deploy forces rests not only oj the least amount of ground lost. The computer
total:forces available-and the lift to move those wargame mentioned above employs seven
forces, but on the ability to use the runways and divisions to meet the Russian force: two
ramps available in the objective area. Forward mechanized, one airborne, one air assault plus
delivery is critical- to getting there in time to aviation brigade, one infantry, one armor, and
make a difference. As an enemy moves for- one Marine Amphibious Force (MAF). Most
ward and captures friendly airbases, the analyses of the effort to turn back a Soviet
capacity for resupply and insertion of fresh invasion see two defense strategies:
troops diminishes, regardless of the size of
friendly forces or the ability to employ them. * the Zagros Defense, stopping the
With a limited number of suitable airfields Soviets short of the Zagros Mountains;
available, Southwest Asia is a region where * the Northern Defense, stopping the
this is particularly true. Russian advance north of Kashan
Iran Scenario (Map 1). In his book Arms and Oil:

ial o icenario U.S. Military Strategy and the Persian
Sypical of a crisis scenario in Southwest Asia Gulf, Thomas McNaugher described a

is one in which the US deploys troops in similar Iran scenario and suggests that
response to a Soviet military incursion into the US would deploy a comparable
Iran from the north over the Turkestan and size, although lighter, force.
Transcaucasus borders and from the east McNaugher's conclusion, based on the
through Afghanistan. The Soviets could be current capability of airlift, was that
prompted to such an action by a general disin- the Zagros Defense is the only
tegration of the Iranian government and a re- reasonable alternative, albeit a most
quest by communist antigovernment factions undesirable one.
for Soviet intervention. A similar circumstance
was described by Marshall Lee Miller in his Few regions of Iran where combat is likely to
Januar, 1987 AFJ article "The Soviet General occur ar: flat eough to accommodate rapid
Staff's Secret Plans for Invading Iran." movement of men and equipment. Avenues
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for maneuvering armor and mechanized units with 75-ft-wide taxiways and a pproximately
generally run south to north, and vary in width 1.8-million sq ft of ramp space. Naim Military,
from 25 km at the narrowest in the north to 100 a secondary field, has a single 4,600-ft-long,
km at the widest in the south. The further 80-ft-wide runway; one 60-ft-wide taxiway; and
south the US engages the Soviet force, the only 68,500 sq ft of ramp space. The C-17's
wider the area o contact, and the more dif- ability to land and maneuver on a runway only
ficult it is to maintain a defense in depth. Ideal- 80 ft wide Mnakes a field like Nain Military a
lv, the strategy would be to meet
the enemy as f,-r :orth as possible
to decrease his opportunity to MaI
maneuver. But before any discus-
sion of where to meet the Soviet Zagros & Northern Defense
Army takes place, there must be %VIT UNIO Sviet

some assurance that suitable US • " ,
forces will be delivered in time to
make a difference.
To better appreciate what the C-

17 contributes to this typical IAQ
scenario, the AMP's Option C and ,FmIANI5TAN
Optior 0 are compared. Option C '"GI.AI, AN

a'hiev., the long-range ton-mile
requirement by adding 156 C-5Bs; A * ^ _ , h Keen"

Option D achieves the overall air- S r-WAN
lift requirement by adding 180 C- - er"
17s, which adds a capability for SAUDI ARABIA

direct delivery of outsize firepower
to small austere airfields. Corps- t of s-s
TABS and the-Douglas simulation NORTHEN -.. ,
effort provide substantive and IIMARY •
valuable data for analyzing the SECONDARY AIRFIELDS,,Tv t ,

contributions of each of the op- t,.DAtW,, t ,,,R
tions.
In the scenario, the simulated

closure of US forces was predi- viable option for direct delivery of troops and
cated on the sealift deployment of the first outsize equipment-a capability not now
mechanized division (fast sealift), the armor available. Another example of a secondary
units, and the MAF. Airlift of the three addi- type airfield is Kashan, with a graded earth
tional divisions of ground combatants would runway over 7,000 ft long, but only 120 ft wide
be delayed, since the first six days of the airlift with limited turnaround area. -
requirement would be devoted to positioning If the Zagros defense is selected (or by
Air Force units. Without sufficient airlift, the default becomes the only alternative), Bandar
second mechanized division would be Abbas and Kerman are the deployment main
delivered by sealift. However, including Op- operating bases from which, if possible,
tions C and D allows planning for airlift of the suitable materiel can be transshipped forward
second mechanized division as well. by C-130. AMP Option C does not include the
Those units arriving by sea are limited to the C-17; therefore, deploying forces cannot land

port facilities at Bandar Abbas; airlifted units at Darab in addition to Bandar Abbas and Ker-
deploying on airlift aircraft in the inventory, man. In the LTV model, the first engagement
even with the additional C-5Bs in Option C, takes place along a line just north of Kerman.
are limited to major airfields. Inclusion of the Overland movement of nearly 500 km is re-
C-!17s makes direct delivery to smaller secon- quired to get outsize, heavy, self-propelled ar-
darv fields available (Figure 2). Esfahan, typi- tillery and tanks to the Forward Line of Troops
cal'of a primary airbase, has two parallel (FI.OT) for the initial battle. That means thc
runways nearly 14,500 ft long and 50 ft wide, mechanized division arriving by Option C air-
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Figuro 2 options following seven days of fighting just
Iran Scenario: north of the Zagros Mountains, andillustrates

the advantage of the ability to position heavy
Available Arfields firepower rapidly, thus denying the enemy the

opportunity to advance on Bandar Abbas and
,.S, , NOR,,I ,IAlK the Persian Gulf. Option D allows for a

1 0 or, 00. O ,o,1s .,f penetration of only 160 km, whereas Option C
£, D C.2!10 allows an eneray advance of nearly 300 km

,00-. • • beyond the initial line of battle, to the outskirts
* of Bandar Abbas.

DAIKA •Should a northern defense be a viable bat-
IVA.,, ' •tlefield alternative, tile option with the C-17s

pushes the line of initial contact north of
Kashan. Kashan becomes available (initialy
as does Nain Military for direct delivery of

.,,OAXMAIAo • forces. Inclusion of the C-17 permits earlier

positioning of the kind of US fighting units
WIMP capable of using tile terrain to advantage, es-

tablishing an effective defense, and holding
*A.'% ow.. the Soviets north of where they can conduct

operations in-open terrain. US forces retain
-lift (and that by fast sealift) at Bandar Abbas airbases vital to-the continued war effort. The
has an arduous road- march before it can Soviets do not gain forward airfields from
-engage the Soviet force. If the second which they can- easily threaten ports and air-
mechanized division deploys by conventional fields on the coast of the Persian Gulf.
sealift instead of airlift, nearly one-half of its Without the advantage of the C-17, at the
capability is still at sea when the first shots are beginning of hostilities the FLOT is a line run-
fired. nin& east-west nearly 150 km north of Nain

However, including C-17s in the scenario Military. Compaing the FLOTs after seven
(Option D) allows flowing the second heavy days of battle for both Options C and D (Map
mechanized division resources into Darab, 3), penetration by the Soviet forces with the
with its narrow runways and
limited ramp space. The C-17
also allows direct delivery of Map 2_Mop _3

airborne and air assault Zagro Deese othr efne
helicopter units into Khor- Zagros Aeense: Northern Defense:
ramabad, an austere field lo- , Soviet Advance I Soviet Advance
cated in a high valley, enabling "-- , A%

US forces to put pressure on 1 -/v D DA

the Soviet western flank. This
0pti(n places heavy firepower ,
in position with a much V DANA -AY 10

smaller portion of the total 1" LVA N

force left to close when the I ,, I

fighting begins. " .-N ,,,,,,,. AO )SO,,. ,. .
When Corps-TABS was run P.[-

simulating the airlift opera- ,"
tions, the results were fairly 4,
consistent and demonstrated -

a significant difference-in the M.

two options with regard to ... V-- FIAIV AIto

maintainin, the defensive line P, -,, e. , SyAISI, o,,, ,,- ,,NARYAM,,,,

of battle. % ap 2 shows tile k,,,,o ) bhl'oDA ,,Y AIPISL, ,

simulated FLOT for the two
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airlift capability of Option C_(C-5) is roughly tier. MAC learned that in an unconstrained
two and one-half times greater than with OI- deployment there was significantly less cargo
tion D (C-17). Not being able to abate the inalpositioned and there were far fewer diver-
Soviet advance early in an area where terrain sions when the C-17 option was used. Addi-
is narrow and advantageous-resulted in United tionally, they judged, "Option C (C-5s only)
States' forces having to fight-where defense in requires approximately 1.5 times as many
depth is more difficult. As a consequence the maintenance specialists to sustain this level of
Soviets penetrated 350 km deeper. One secon- activity as does Option D with its mix of C-5
dary and two primary airfields are lost in the and C-17 aircraft." The latter point could be
computer simulation, and the Soviets gained true regardless of the scenario or region of the
these facilities to conduct air operations from world simulated.
Central Iran. In conclusion, the reasoning on which the
Responding to an April -1984 request from C-17 procurement is based is compellinq.

Dr. David S.C. Chu, Director of DoD's Office Regardless of the scenario or model used, if
of Program Analysis and Evaluation, the the enemy advances at a rate that varies with
Military Airlift Command used the M-14 the amount of resistance (terrain or opposing
Worldwide Airlift Simulation Model to force) the enemy force meets, then moving Ul
evaluate the productivity of various future air- forces to a position where they represent
lif' options. Those data were provided in May greater resistance will impede the enemy's ad-
1984 in a report called A Comparative Analysts vance. Because the C-17 allows US forces to
of.4irlift Master Plan (AMP) Force Structures. encounter the enemy closer to the enemy's-line
MAC compared the AMP Options C and D in of advance, the velocity at which the -enemy
a typical Southwest Asia-scenario, but looked moves forward is reduced.
more closely at factors peculiar to the airlift Though the advantages of the C-17 in the Iran
system, such as maintenance limitations, combat simulation are substantial, the same
timeliness of cargo delivery, diversions for air- capability can be demonstrated when model-
fie!d saturation, and the consequent impact of ing the C17 contribution in other combat en-
cargo's being located somewhere other than vironments, where rapid deployment and-the
where it-was intended. In addition to the timely benefits-of direct delivery are critical to the
direct delivery of troops and heavy firepower, outcomeof the engagement. Achieving the 66
MAC's computer simulation model turned up MTM/D airlift goal is an-important part of the
several other benefits that accrue from Option total airlift equation, but-critics of the C-17,
D in a Southwest Asia scenario. who look-at the long-range mission with little
MAC concluded that the C.-7 represented-a attention to the other parts of the puzzle,-are

significant-qualitative advantage in deploying much like the blind man attempting to
cargo to the intended location in a timely man- describe-an elephant by touching its trunk.
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"Force Reductions: Where To Look Before Leaping" by Greg
Weaver. UIitgr_- Foru 5, no. 8 (June 3.989): 31-34.

- Thesis: Arms control negotiators must balance
sustainability and strategic lift requirements when
considering conventional force reduction agreements.

- Background

-- The NATO and Warsaw Pact security alliances began new
negotiations on reducing conventional forces in Europe
(CFE) in March 1989.

-- Both sides have exchanged proposals designed to achieve
quantitative parity at levels below those now held.

-- Economic and political conditions suggest that a CFE
agreement could be reached quickly.

-- NATO experts have analyzed such issues a, force
generation, force-to-space ratios, and force ratios
within subregions.

--- Further analysis Is urgently needed of CFE Impact
on NATO's sustainability and strategic lift.

Current NATO Sustainability

-- US forces are generally well short of the modern
munitions objective of 45 days.

So low on air-to-air missiles could exhaust supply
in one or two weeks.

The US has most items for war reserve kits but few
assets to satisfy demands beyond initial 15 or 30 day
period.

NATO allies are worse off across the board.

Current NATO Strategic Lift Capability

-- The US is committed to providing 10 divisions and
60 tactical air squadrons to NATO in 10 days.

--- Includes 6 divisions from US which have heavy
equipment prepositioned in Europe.
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A congressionally mandated mobility study identified an
airlift requirement of 19,000 tons a day to Europe. All
MAC assets and entire civil reserve air fleet of 670
aircraft can only lift 13,700 tons a day..a 28 percent
shortfall.

Reinforcement and resupply of Europe would require about
800 shiploads per month with Western European countries
requiring 1500. US and NATO allies can put only 950
ships to sea.

-- Strategic airlift capability will improve with C-17, but
US and Western Europe flag merchant fleets will decline
by 10 percent a year.

- Implications of CFE Proposals on Sustainability and Lift.

Reductions in tanks, artillery and armored infantry
vehicles on both sides reduces NATO sustainability
requirements but increases strategic lift requi-ements.

A reduction of total targets and the increase in
warning time available to begin resupply from the
US by sea would lessen the requirement for
artillery and anti-armour munitions.

If NATO's required equipment cuts were taken from
US forces, the sealift requirement would increase
to return this heavy equipment.

If only US personnel were withdrawn and equipment
was left prepositioned, NATO's airlift requirement
to carry the withdrawn personnel back to Europe
would increase.

Improving Sustainability with CFE Provisions

-- Limit forward deployment of large logistics stockpiles
by Warsaw Pact.

-- Increase unambiguous warning time through verification
measures.

Reducing Strategic Lift Shortfalls with CFE Provisions

Increasing warning time would allow for a head start on
shipping reinforcements and supplies.

-- Increasing relative role of European ground combat
forces.
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Currently European reservsts provide -combat
service and combat support functions for US combat
divisions supporting NATO.

NATO could take reductions in combat forces through
withdrawal of US combat personnel and replace them
with US support units not subject to CFE
limitations. Then NATO reservists currently
assigned to support US combat units could be formed
into rapidly mobilizable combat units.

Trade NATO tactical aircraft for Warsaw Pact ground
forces.

--- Tactical air units can be deployed more rapidly and
with much less strategic lift than US ground
forces.

Lt Col Larry Radov, USAF
Irene Pearson-Morrow, ed
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F* FORC~lE RED1, UICTIONS:
* WERE-k To LOOK

Arms control negotiators need to balance sustainability and strategic

lift requirements when considering conventional force reduction agreements.

BY GREGThis potential for the relatively rapid conclusion of a CFE
BY G EG W AVERtreaty creates an urgent need for detailed analysis of the implic-a-

tions of such an agreement for Western security. NATO analystsIn March, the 23 nations that comprise the NATO and 'Nar- have already spent considerable time and effort examining pro-
.saw Pact security alliances began new negotiations on posed and potential CIFE-reduction regimes, primarily emphasiz-
reducing conventional forces in Europe (CFE). Since that ing such issues as force generation, force-to-space ratios and
time, the two sides have cxchangcd opening proposals, and force ratios within subregions of the overall Atlantic-to-the- Urals

each has released a sct of data that purportedly reflects its view zone covered by the talks. Their analyses have served the Western
of the quantitative balance of military power in Europe. Their alliance well, and the NATO opening proposal properly reflects

Idifferences, while significant, are suiprisingly modest in the con- their results. As a result, NATO entered the talks with an ex-
text of past conventional arms talks. While they may not agree celkont position from which to start negotiating,
on definitions and counting rules, both sides have proposed Further analysis is urgently needed, however. The outcome
reductions designed to achieve "quantitativc parity" in the of- of a conventional war in Europe would be a function not only
fensive weapons at levels moderately below those now held by of arsenals and force structure, but of myriad operational con-
thc side with fewer arms in each category. sidcrations. The implications of various conventional arms con-

The relative compatibility of the two sides' opening posi- trol regimes for war outcomes are dauntingly complex, and
tions, andi the increasingly apparent convergence of economic, relatively few of these complexities have been adequately studied

in the analyses conducted thus far. If NATO is to make the most
7, of the opportunity the CFE talks offer and avoid &, 7%ialls those

ANAL." Snegotiations present, it must go even further bcemnu "bean count-
ing" in formulating its negotiating positions and assessing those

political and demographic imperatives for a restructuring of the of the Warsaw Pact.
military balance in Europe, suggest that a CFE agreement of Two areas in particular dcmand more detailed attention by
sonic kind could be reached quickly. Sonic have proposed that Western analysts: the implications of potential CFE agreecnht
Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev's promised unilateral force fur NATO0's sustainability and strategic lift capabilities and the-

Iwithdrawals be incorporated into the CFE agreement, thus consequent implications of NATO's sustainability and strategic
envisioning at least an interim accord before the scheduled corn- lift capabilities for thc CFE negotiations. Sustainability and x

peinof those reductions by 1991. Given Gorbachev's propen- strategic lift constitute current NATO vulnerabilities that could
sity to agree to Western proposals deemed nion-negotiable by be either dangerously exacerbated or significantly alleviated byI
many in the West, such an accord could look very much like a conventional arms control agreement.
NATO's Opening position anid might be concluded in record time. While a detailed analysis of this issue is urgently required, P

I I

some insight into how to approach these issues in the ncgotia*
G,''IWvris a sentor analy-st for.5ri ctue Applications Inter- tions can be gained by briefly reviewing where NATrO sos.

naiownal Corp. in La Jolla, California. tainability and strategic lift capabilities stand today.
BEF-O -LEAPIN,55
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If U.S. tctlicat air. .:'

craft, Including theoe ,

F.1S "Eagles," were
withdrawn from
Europe In exchange
for Soviet ground
force cuts, the geo,
graphic reinforce. .

ment disparities I
between the the two • ....
sides would be * .
mlnlmizod because of
the rapid deployment
capability of such air 4
un!ta, the author
contends.

S ustainability describes the relative ment from the United Statcs could arrive, ventories within a week or two:' Finally,
capability of a nation to supply its or a NATO dccision to escalata to the use he claimed that while the U.S. forces have
forces with the materiel needed to of nuclear weapons could be made. most of the assets available to fill the

conduct military operations over time. Severe NATO sustainability deficincies prescribed 15- or 30-day war reserve
Often measured in "days of supply" of could lead the Soviets to conclude that spares kit requirements, they had "very
materiel-ammunition, fuel, spare parts NAfO's conventional defense would rap- few assets of most items to satisfy the
and replacement equipment and so on- idly collapse due to lack of supplies, demands that would be encountered
sustainability also includes the capabili- regardless of the size and quality of beyond that initial period:'
tv of logistical forces, such as combat Western forcEs. Similarly, NATO strate- More disturbing was Groover's de-
support and combat service support units, gic lift -,hortfalls could convince the scription of allied sustainability: "The
to deliver needed supplies to the right Soviets that U.S. reinforcement efforts NATO allies are, almost across the board,
place at the right time. would deliver too little too late to prevent significantly worse off than we are,' he

Strategic lift commonly refers to the a quick Warsaw Pact conventional victory. sd. Referring to the lack of credible data
ability to move conventional forces and Thus, sustainability or strategic lift deft- ol the allies' stockage postures during the
supplies over intercontinental distances. ciencies could contribute to the outbreak time he was a Defense Department offi-
It includes both air- and sealift capabili- of war by reducing the detertent effect of cial, Groover wrote: "Politically, the al-
ties. NATO's strategic lift requirements NATO'S conventional posture. lies were reluctant to provide candid data
are primarily focused on delivering rein- Unfortunately, NATO is deficient in on their sustainability postures because
forcements and supplies based in the both sustainability and strategic lift, thy were almxst certainly embarrassing-
United States to Europe by air or sea. The although it is unclear how big a pobleim ly meager, and they kn)ew that the United
United States is committed to providing it is. Unclassified data showing the ex. States would increase its already consis-
10 Army divisions and 60 tactical air tent of NATO's sustainability and lift tent pressure on them to buy mor.:'
squadrons for the conventional defense of shortfalls are hard to come by, but some lie concluded by noting that while pro-
NATO in 10 days. This includes deliver- indicators are in the public domain. gress had been made in adopting standard
ing six divisions from the United States In a 1988 paper submitted to the con- NATO munitions consumption rates and
in addition to the four-Flus U.S. divisions grcssionally mandated conventional other standard reporting criteria, " have
stationed in Europe in peacetime. To defense study group, for example. Charles no reason to believe that the NATO allies'
make such rapid delivery possible, the Groover, director of the logistic- and reluctance to buy adequate war reserve
U.S. military has prepositioned in Europe crisis managen.rnt division of Systems inventories has disappeared."
much of the heavy equipment for those Research Applications Corp., suimed up NATO's sustainability shortfalls were

I si, reinforcing divisions, requiring only the approximate state of U.S.-NATO sus- perhaps most dramatically brought to
that the personnel and light equipment for tainability. He noted that U.S. forces are public attention in the mid-1980s when
those units travel to Europe by air. "generally well short of the modern then-Supreme Allied Commander, Eu-

Both sustainability and strategic lift are munitions objective" of 45 days supply. rope Gen. Bernard Rogers repeatedly
critically important to NATO's ability to In addition. he pointed out that while stated that NATO could fight conven-
deter-and, if nccessiy, wage-conven- troops probably have 60 d,;ys' woith of tionally for no more than a week to 10
t ional war in Europe. in the event of such many older munitions, thetre are shonfllts days before lie would be forced to request

d a war, Soviet military doctrine currently ol some types and that the force, are "so the authority to use nuclear weapons to
calls for the rapid conventional delcat of low on such item,, a- air-to-:,ir niisilcs halt a Waisaw Pact conventional assault.

i NATO forces before large-scale reinforce- that we would probably exhaust OL0 In Although a number of lIctor,, led Rogers
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to that conclusion (including the requie- _ in which to begin the resupply of Europe
mcnt to conduct NATO's conventionaln fromii the United States by sea.
defense as far forward as possible), allied The same CFE agreement that might
sustaiabdity shortfalls were a major The same CFE reduce NATO's in-theater sustainability
cause for his pessimistic estimate. requirements could significantly increase

What aboult strategic lift? In 1981 the agreement that strategic lift requirements, however. For
congressionally mandated nability study example, if NATO's required tank. ar-
(CMMS) sought to determine what in- might reduce tillery and armored infantry vehicle cuts
provcnents were nccessary in U.S. NA were taken from U.S. forces now dc.
strategic lift capability. The CMMS iden- NA O s in-theater ployed in West Germany and the U.S.
tificd an airlift requirenent of 19,000 tons sustainabili y equipment withdrawn to thc United
a day to Europe. Despite the fact that States, NATO sealift requirements wouldmany view the CMMS airlift requirement requirements could increase significantly (assuning the Unit-
as dramatically understated, U.S. ed States planned to return those forces
Transportation Command officials have sinficantly to Europe in the event of war). If, how.
said publicly that the US. Air. Force's ver, the CFE treaty permitted NATO to

Military Airlift Command, in concert increase strategic make part of its required reductions by
with the entire civil reserve air fleet of .withdrawing only the U.S. personnel
670 commercial aircraft, can lift approx- liJt requirements. from existing active-duty units in Vest
imately 13,700 tons a day to Europe. TIat Gernnany--leaving their equipment ;r I
leaves nearly a 28 percent shortfall in _ prepositioned storage in Europe-
strategic airlift. And the strategic sealift NATO's airlift requirement to carry the
picture is worse, withdrawn personnel back to Europe

In 1988, retired Navy Adm. Lee Bag- policy-makers who must make decisions would increase, while sealift would be fur
gett, then U.S. commander in chief, regarding the West's position in the CFE the most part unaffected.
Atlantic (Cinclant), said that the rein- negotiations: What effect would various It is important to keep in mind that,
forcement and resupply of 1-.urope would CFE proposals have on NATO's sus- given NATO's existing sustainability and
require "about 800 shiploads per month:* tainability and strategic lift requirements strategic lift shortfalls, marginal reduc-
with another 1.500 transits a month re- and capabilities, and tIow can a CFE lions in either sustainability or lift
quired to support Western Europeza agreement be shaped to improve NATO's iequirements might have little or no ad-
countries. To meet this requirement, the capability in both areas tel, ;ve to the ditional deterrent effect. For example. if

1 United Staes and its NATO allies togeth- Warsaw Pact? the level of sustainability necessary to
er can put roughly 900 to 950 ships to In their opening CFE negotiating posi- provide a robust conventional deterrent
sea. Thus, launching a full-scale rein- tions neither side proposed specifically and raise the nuclear threshold is thought
fbrrctment and resupply effort would leave llmiti.- sustainabillty or strategic lift. to be 30 days and a CFE agren'ment raises
Europe with at moat 10 percent of Its re- However, the force reduction proposals the aggregate NATO allied level of sus-
quired economic shipping available, of both alliances could significantly af- tainability from seven days to eight days,

feet NATO's sustainability and strategic the deterrent effect of the suatainability
nlike future prospects lor airlift, lift requirements. improvement may be insignificant.
which may be considerably im- The reduction of the conventional Similarly, it it is necessary to deliver
proved by U.S. acquisition of the forces of the two alliances to quantitative sir, additional divisions in 10 days and a

C-17, the sealift picture grows darker the parity at levels marginally (between 5 CFE agreement cuts that lift requirement
further one looks into the future. Accor- percent and 15 percent) below current to five additional divisions in 10 days, the
ding to Baggett, U.S. and Western Euro- NATO levels could have a variety of ef- reduction in lift requirement may make
pean flag merchant fleets are shrinking fects on NATO sustnnability require- little difference if our real lift capability
at a rate of about 10 percent a year as a ments. Those effects would depend on permits us to deliver only two and a half
result of market forces. what was reduced and how those reduc- divisions in that period. Of course, other

Nor would the effects of a war on tions were defined. effects of such an agreement, such as the
peacetime NATO seahft capability make For cammple, if the reductions were reduction in Warsaw Pact forces and in-
a less gloomy outlook there. In the early limited to tanks, artillery and armored in- creases in NATO warning time could
1980s retired Navy Adm. Ike Kidd, then fantry vehicles and required very signifi- significantly enhance Western security
U.S. Cinclant, estimated that in the initial cant Soviet withdrawals (or destruction)
wartime shipping surge NATO shipping of those systems from both the central P'F{ he examples cited above illustrate
losses could reach 50 percent. region and the Atlantic-to-the-Urals zone 1 the kinds of implications a CFE

lhe current state of NATO sustainabili- (as NATO currently proposes), total agreement could have for NATO
ty and strategic lift is sufficiently poor in NATO in-theater sustainability require- sustainability and strategic lift require-
relation to stated requirements to call in- ments for artillery and anti armor mun- ments that can only be sufficiently under-
to question the alliance's ability to con- tions would be redULEd. fhis would result stood through detailed analysis. The other
duct a successful conventional defense from both a reduction in the total number side of the coin also demands closer
against a Warsaw Pact attack. Given that of targets for such ammunition and the examination.

ttwo general questions fe NATO likel) i.rease in warning time available Because sastainability and strategic lift
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are critical factor-, in dctcrnming NAT'O's Unlike 'olfesive weapons5 frce zones" compliance with agreed reductions in
ability to dcfcnd itself with tonsentional proposals, which could prevent NATO CFE. The placement of tamper- resistant
forces, both have significanit implications ground forces from deploying In die most sensors designed to detect illegal forceIfor conventional arms control in Europe. defensible terrain available in a crisis. redeployments is one emuiiplc of this sort
NATO decision-makcrs and ncgotiaitois limis on latrge stockpiles of forward of measure.
must rot only take sustinability and deployed supplies should not adversely NATO should also seek to avoid limiits-
strategic lift into account when evaluating affect NA~lo defense efforts. Given tions in CFE that could exacerbate ex-
potential CFI3 agreemecnts, the) should NA'l'O's defciisivc posture, it does not isting sustainability shortfalls. ror exanm-
also exploic the possibilities of improv- need it) iiiintii, large stocksiclose to the pie. limitations on prepositioning U.S.
ing NATO7's relative sustainaibility and bre.Wievifctoofshlmts equipment in unit sets could reduce
strategic lift postures through specific oti forward-deployed sustainability stock- NATO sustainability by increasing site-
provisions of a OFE agreement. piles might be very difficult through ra- tcgic lift shortfalls. If more U S. equip-

Onc way to both improve NATO's rela- tional technical means alone, adequate ment had to be shipped to Europe by sea
tive sustainability posture and reduce the verification mnight be provided by a re- early in a conflict, critically needed am-
possibility of an effective shon-warning gime of p.-e-agrement declarations of munition and spares could be displaced,
attack by the Warsaw Pact would be to existing stocks and on-site challenge in- CFE offers several opportunities to
place strict limitations on the forward spections. Thcse could be combined with reduice NATO's chronic stin.tegic lift (lefi-
deployment of largc logistical stockpiles. constant post agreement monitoring by cienicics. As already noted, increased
If the Warsaw Piat were considcring in inbtnimentation, permanent observers or warning time would permit NATO to get
attack on NATO f'llowing the implemecn- a combination of the two. a head start on shipping reinforcemnent
tattonofa such constraints, it would face Other mneasures to increase the unain- and supplies by sea before comba' losses
a dilemma. Either the Warsaw Pact would biguous warning time available to NATO) would cut into the alliance's already deli-
be required to redeploy its sustainability would also enhance the alliance's sus- cicnt sealift capacity.

tocks forward before initiating an attack, tainability posture vis-a-vis the Warsaw If CFE limits weic structured so as to
thus. violating the CFE treaty and pro- Pact. Such warning would permit NATO allow NATO to increase the relative role

*viding clear warning of its intentions. Or to disperse its in-theater stocks to reduce of European ground combat forces in
it would have to launch its attack without vulnerability to preemptivc attack and NATO's defense, shortfalls in the ability
supplies in place, thus forcing the pact to begin ihe shipment of additional stocks to lift U.S. reinftrrccmcnts and their heavy
mrove massive amounts of file[, amino- from the United States before the out- equipment to Etirope could be reduced
nition and other supplies forward during break of -war. Trhus, NATO planners significantly.
the conflict (providing NATO aircraft should explore the possibility of inccas- For ex'ample, the United States current-
with vulnerable, valuable targets in the ing warning time through the measures ly deploy., over four full combat divisions

*process). proposed for the purpose of verifying in West Germany. However, these units
* lack the necessary combat support and

combat service support personnel they
need to operate effectively in wartime.

. NATO) plans to supply those needed per-
sonnel through host-nation support ar-
rangements, which call for Vks, German

~ >~m ~ reservists to-perform those vital support
i, functions Malowing mobilization. NATO

ailiftedan to heavily reinforce the central

aritdto nieet tip with their preposi-
tioned equipment in Europe.

If through CFE NATO could take its
required reductions in comibat forces.
through the withdrawal of U.S. active-
duty combat personnel (leaving their

Y_ ~equipment prcpositioned in Europe. butI
counting it as redluced), and replae the
wthdiawn U.S. combat units withl U.S.j
support units not subject to limittion, j
then the German reservists cirently
a%%igncd to support U.S. combat units

r could be formed into rapidly niotuhutable
- t'omnat units, also not subject to himmita-

Mtlitary Airlift Command transports, lke thi. C-5 "Oalaxyr" could lion I'his would permit NATO it) iiuobil-
when combined with a reserve fleet of commercial utrcraft i/c more combat forces at tower cost (iii
deliver approximately 13,700 tons a day to Europe-but that Is 111C toriii of Germn reservists) and sti)
morea than 500tons a day short of the airlift requirement. Ixuit airlifted U.S. reinfoicenicnts with the
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U.S. support units forward dcplyed. be decided in an operational vacuum. It are simply meant to illustrate the extent

If these steps wcre taken in corcert Is particularly critical that we undertand to which NATO security can be mhanced

with other CFE provisions that signifl- theeffects ofpotentialCFPSoutconl, on of damn iby thecdo "a C11E atee-

cantly increased NATO's unambiguous the reinforcement and sustainability cap- ment on NATO's sustainability and

warning time. the airlifted U.S. person- abilities of NArO forces, and to explore strategic lift capabilities. Only through

nel would likely be in placc alongside the possibilities for limitations on those deti'ed analysis of the nIative capebili-

well.armed German reservists and with capabilities of the Varsaw Pact, des of the two alliantcs to supply and

their necessary support at the outset of a Clearly the CFE negotiations present reiforce their respective conventional

war. While such an arrangcmen? might be NATO with numerous opportunities and forces can recommendations be con-

difficult to pull off, it exemplifies the pitfalls in the area of sustainability and fidently made regaztig NATO actions in

kinds of creative options a CFE agree- strategic lift. The examples laid out here those negotiations. *

ment might provide.
Another CFE option that could result

in cuts in Warsaw Pact forces without in-
creases in NATO lift requirements would-
be to take the Warsaw Pact up on its of-
fer to trade NATO tactical aircraft for
Warsaw Pact ground forces. Such a tru-ae -

need-not be made literally, resulting-in
significant NATO numerical inferiority in-
in-place air forces. Numerical parity- in
both ground and air forces could be
a;reed on, with the air ceilings set- low-
enough as to require significant reduc-
tions in NATO tactical air forces. In ex-
change for this, the Warsaw Pact would
agree to highly asymmetrical ground
foe reductions that would grtfly reduce
both the short-waring and large-scale of-
fensive threat posed to NATO.

If U.S. tactical aircraft were withdrawn
in exchange for Soviet ground force cuts,
while the bulk of U.S. ground forces re-
mained in West Germany, the gcographk
rein ixcent dispariic3 btvicen thetwo
sicks would be minimized. U.S. tactical
air units can be deployed to Europe far
more rapidly and with much less strategic
lift than can U.S. ground forces.

NATO's opening position in the CFE
negotiatons is a good starting point. It is
based on the principle or'quantitative pari-
ty in -those conventional armed forces
most suited to the launching of offensive
action into an opponent's territory: main
battle tanks, attillery and armored infan-
try carriers. A CFE accord that resulted
in quantitative parity in such systems
would go a long way toward producing
a stable conventional military balance in
Europe. Yet such a treaty might not-im-
prove NATO security substantially if in-
sufficient attention is paid to its implica-
ions for the sustainability and reinforce-
ment cability of NATO miiitary force.

Nunerlcal limits on weapons and com-
bat force deployments are certain to be
the centerpiece of a CFE accord. That is
as-it should be. But the weapons and
forces to be limited and the magnitude
and parameters of those limits must not 59



"Dep loynent---Mobi liz incj and 1QMaiv the L ' :t I)) It.111
Turbivil1le, Jr. Mil1itary, P5vivew (Devcmnh, i ['llt ) Ali*1.

Thesist Although the lsoviets seem will-ing to (.ce'pt ff !wrl
deployed -Forces, i np r ovene nts andi pwobab If rIhaii'qr in
deployment and mobi lization system5 may onvianre their,
strategic deployment C.I~1ii~

- Background

-- Fol-lowing WW 11 the Soviets nc .tsed on tnoth the neead
for speed i n mobilli.! i-ng and derfloy-rnq forc~w, and1 the
requirement for continuous forca- yu~wvi ~ton ~d
movement throughout, a conFli'.1.

The Soviets' v-iew oiF strategic deploymen~rt Fn the early
nuclear age pointed to the obsolescuiie ai; past
approaches. Their view )udgetI tlhat. inobii zat inn aind
deploayment should primarily be carriou out. ahead Of
time and merel-y completed in a period cjtoi thri.'at.

-- Current Soviet "Strategic Deploymnirt tpiu' .idS~~i

-- During the 1980s. Goviet. JodU(Anot 011 JA ItW1oxc
deplobyment changed. Lt acknowledged niuut.irnq deploy-nent
requ-irements -be~ore the outbreakl o-f o~ vrcirF11 1(-L tecm!
desirable. However, practical inilittry nnumj p'Ilitical
cons-iderations coulid prevorit t~h-w.

-- New- principl-es stressed- planning bared on t-pod
secrecy, and-deception.- Planriinq ww5r iiiii*-0 d.,
seizi-ng the initiative -by delaying ('m ovct-3taling enemy
mobi-li-zation, -deployment, and comrbat iznctioni.

-- This--quick-reaction mobilization system dr11aws on- the
Soviet Union'-s -large reserve OiIiL.'r~pv~ aEc
and -both earmarked transport vehjule. and equtipinont
from the national economy.

The -pre-posi-tioninig of I arqe '.t(JCI-j iic'10 O-f Afm,,nuni taon.
POL,_ and other SU[p I iC!S in- fo.rward 11 OAL 1 a m,'V
ingredient.

Critical areas -roce tvi nq emphasi 1- c( he I 97oi:.
inc-lude improvi-nc the road, YtI 1. a!) 31-10 nIat~l

trasprttio I nL;and- Fac ilittL ,~et for Lhe
movement o-f mi-litary un-its and mlat"- 131, anid
establishing hardi.ned command posl-. -Aiod rconimulricati on
faci-lities for then COntrol Of theaNIt,0' 0re

-Future Soviet "Strategic Depl-oymnent" Lcirm-;i rjpj iti-onts

-- oviet forces- i-n the Forward area, -ino peirjp
forcewide, may be reduced as d amlqm-nw
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technological, opecrational, and conunt .(al arms
contrtol devolopmunts.

- he -Sov-iet objective For strategic -cieploymeit has not
changed and '.em,.ins twofolu.

They must create the required 2upet iority in
Forces and means over the enemy in nirder to
conduct successful initial .Lrategi. operati-ons.

They must seize the strategic initiative,
achieving victory in initial opurat, ions and
thereafter by the commitment c-r Forces arriving
from the interior.

- Movement and Rei nfor ceme.nt

-- Present Soviet transport resources, even if
limited, could reestablish sizable +orces in the
forward area in a short period of time thrlough
covert and overt means.

Soviet capabilities in strategic movement
depends on all forms o&f transport-- rail,
military transport aviation, inland watei ways, and
uni-ts -marching under their own powe- and on heavy li.tt
transporter units.

These means of +ast and flexible strat.egic
transport can deliver rested, combat-capible
units -to forward areas quickly.

This Soviet capabi-i t-y sij{qests,  thl 't t; aiit a
convent-ional -force reductions mav well ,he
acceptable to Soviet plannets.

Pre--posi-tioni-nq and Nilitary Mobil .-At ion

Pre-posi-tioning of equipmert and supplie-, ha-,
always been part a-I tolioet mobility plarvi.

The pos-i-tioning of newe'. unit - rot-Jt q' cr
equipment sets to be manned by troolu (fov* d into
forward areas substantial ly redces overall
mobi l-ty reclui rement.;.

- This mobilization system ic intended to
provi-de, within hours of rioti4ication. otindreds of
thousands of reservi-sts and eq jipmPnrt.

--- Ln a post-For-o reduction ervi r(t,',ent ntia-1
covert mobi l ization of- these re ervei for,=os an(u
more agqrssive traininq wouldJ 1 e tomphas izod.
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- Soviet Srategic Deployment Goils

Options for meeting stratuqic dvjll0y/C cai0, ji, a
future environment shaped by new t. ,iwfluqir.:
restructured forces, and convent. iona! awi,,
reductions are numerous.

US negotiators must anticipate these optolro, and
factor the-ir consequences rnto forceu ind arms rech-tion
agreements.

Lt CoI Jonr Oa]tno, USAF
Irene I'r-rsor' Mlorrow, ci.
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Graham H. Turbiviliq Jr.

Soviet initiatives at the baugaininig table calling for deep cuts in
conventional foicet may wvell be more than lolc Y offerings.
According to dhe author, recent Soviet lvntings; anti thinking
on strategic deployment in particular indicate a wvillingness to
accept fewver fonsvard deployed forces. He also warns that irn-
pro venients and probable changes in deployment and mobiliza-
dion systems may allow them to maintain and even enhance
strategic deployment capabilities.

THE TRANSITION of the Soviet anred change, large-scale force restructuring and
Uforces (rom a peacetime to a wartime conventional arms reductions in Europe., In

footing and the creation and concentration what nlow constitutes an extensive and grow-
of combined arms groupings for the coni- ing bodly of material assessing the nature of
duct of military operations are processes af- strategic deployment for wvar, Soviet planners
fected directly and fundamentally by evoiiv- point to ways in which requirements for mno-
ing Soviet perceptions of the nature of future bilizing and moving the armned forces have
war. The complex of plans, preparations arnd changed, and are changing, this "basic issue
resources integral to this process&-which the of strategy.'
Soviets designated "strategic deploymient"-- Perceived Soviet tequirements for strategic
has undergone sweeping change over the past deployment needs in the first years after
30 years and could be substantially modified World War 11 were based on twvo major fac.
as a consequence of continuing technological tors: first, those requirements that Soviet
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planners associated-with the difficult circum- the decisive nature-of friendly nuclear strikes
stances of surprise-and lost initiative encoun, on enemy forces and facilities were thought to
tered at the beginning of the war; and sec- render these measures both problematical and
ond, the need to support the kinds of stra- less important. -In-addition, the likely short
tegic combined arms operations that char- duration of a general nuclear war radically re-
acterized, in particular, the last period of duced the need for continuous force genera-

tion.'
This 1960's view of strategic deployment in

, planns ta the nuclear age was encapsulated by Marshal
[Soviet plannersJ stssedthat stategi V. D. Sokolovsky's Military Strategy, which
deployment planning and prepatations pointed to the obsolescence of past approach-must in alt cases be founded on speed es and judged that mobilization, concentra-

secrecy anddeception, and aimed at seiz. en and deploy nt m eation, concenra-

ing the strategic initiative through forestal- n ament measures could for the
most part be "carried out ahead of time and

ling or overtaking enemy mobilization, merely completed in a period of threat." So-
deployment and combat actions. viet strategic deployment planning and prepa-

rations in the 1960s were predicated on this
view, which was reflected throughout military

World War 11. Beginning in the early postwar writings and large-scale exercises of the peri-
years, these lessons learned were set out in od, and by Soviet- force organization and the

detail and focused-on both the need for speed military support-infrasmicture.
in mobilizing and deploying forces and the re-
quirement for continuous force generation Current Soviet Approach and System
and movement -throughout the duration of a The Sokolovsky judgment on strategic de-
conflict., Further, the mobilization, concen- ployment, noted- above, was singled out for
tration and movement of forces, together special criticism by Colonel General M. A.
with the conduct- of initial operations, came Gareyev in his -1985 book M. V. Frunze-
to "comprise a single inseparable process" Military Theorist.' Gareyev acknowledged the
captured by the term "mobilizational deploy- obvious desirability of meeting strategic de-
ment."' ployment requirements before the outbreak of

The "revolution in military affairs" engen- hostilities, but-went on to cite the many prac-
dered by the widespread introduction of nu- tical military and military-political consider-
clear weapons changed Soviet perceptions of ations that could prevent this. He and other
strategic deployment requirements in the car- Soviet planners stressed the need for a strate-
ly 1960s. The almost exclusive focus by Sovi- gic deployment system that could deal with
et planners on nuciear conflict variants in this any conflict variant and that could meet the
period reinforced the- need for speed in mobi- needs of the Soviet- armed forces "under any
lizational deployment, but emphasized the de- conditions in which imperialist aggressors ini-
cisive role to be-played by military operations tiate war."'
conducted by force-groupings already existing Indeed, classified Soviet sources a decade
and largely deployed- in peacetime. While the earlier had already made precisely this point.
execution of some mobilization and deploy- These sources set out distinctions between
ment measures after the initiation of hostili- strategic deployment in nuclear and nonnu-
ties was certainly envisioned, the likelihood clear war, and described approaches that
o, early or Surprise enemy nuclear attack on would meet the specifi,., attendant fcarurcs,
transportation and mobilization centers and and difficulties associatel with each variant.
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in East Goirmany/. ,•,,

Beginning in the 1970., the element ofstrategic deployment termed
"preparing theaters of ndlitary action"rceived new a ttention. Tdis process, which
is continuing apace, tnces many forms, but is cc .tered mainly on pte.posidoning

hage stockplleo of ammunitdon, POL (petroleum, oil and lubricants), and other sup.
plies in forward theater areas [plus] improving the road, rail, air, and water transporta-

don links and facitides essentfal r the movement of nilitary units and materieL

They stressed that strategic depuymient plan- erations immediately, while lower strength/
ning and preparations must in all cases be le s ready forces in each TSMA are to be rap-
founded on speed, secrecy and deception, and idly mobilized and deployed to fill-out or rein.
aimed at seizing the strategic initiative force operational groupings early in a conflict.
through forestalling or overtaking enemy too- The emphasis is on fielding large Warsaw
bilization, 'deployment and combat actions.9  Pact combined arms groupings rapidly on key
These principles continue to govern Soviet strategic and operational directions. These
approaches to strategic deployment and are forces are to be strong enough to repel an en.
reflected in current Soviet peacetime force emy suqrise attack, cover ongoing operation-
structure, readiness and deployment, and in al deployment and rapidly undertake opera-
the preparation of theaters of strategic mili- tions on a theater-strategic scale. Plans and
tary action (TSMAs) around the Soviet pe- preparations are made for the continued gen-
riphery. eration of forces-including the creation of

In regard to Soviet planning for operations new units--andthe introduction of large stra-
against NATO generally, preallocatcd, tegic reserves of all types to sustain military
forward-based tactical units and operational operations for periods that may be protracted.
formations are deploved and ti'oint.,ined it, 1:1 a n"uchear , -,uch sr,,,,g,' rescrves
peacetime at levels of strength and operation, would be used largely to ieconstitute severely
al readiness adequate to undertake initial op. reduced theater forces, while in a nonnuclear
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conflict they would be intended principally to tant role In strategic deployment, in that they
achieve the conventional forte superiority are intendexd in part to ficilitte the rapid transi-
necessary for achieving theater objectives.10  tion of theater firce. to a wartime foxting."
Integral to -the whole process is a quick-
reaction mobilization system that draws on Strategic Deployment and Future

Soviet Force Posture
,,, __,_,,,_,,,_,, ____ _ ... ..... There is a potential that Soviet forces in

Given the exteme diiculty the forward area-and perhaps forcewide--
Gin-i the g ebatefticr t will be reduced as a consequence of techno-

re inwechlimn.Uhbuttaliontinrementd logical, operational and conventional arms
reinh foementalitie Ibtatl*sIe and i control developments. The large-scale reduc-

lnheyntlebietyltpoeseom andlts tion of Soviet theater forces In Europe
ability t delverrested, cor bat-capable through any, or a combination, of these fac-
maneuver units to forward areas, heavy tors will unquestionably affect Soviet ap-
lift units would likely receive even more proaches to the strategic deployment of the

emphasis in a/st-reducdon Eroe. armed forces in a number of respects. In judg-

ing what Soviet adjustmens---or more radical
changes--may be undertaken in regard to

the Soviet Union's large reserve military man- movement, mobilization and associated train-
po~wer~basezand earmarked transport vehicles ing issues, it is necessary to keep in mind, first
and equipment from the national economy." of all, that despite changing Soviet percep-

Beginning in the 1970s, the element of tions of the nature of future war, the stated
strategic deployment termed "preparing the- Soviet objective for strategic deployment in a
-aters of military action" received new atten- ;heater conflict is twofold. That is, strategic
tion. This process, which is continuing deployment must ensure and provide for:
apace, -takes- many forms, but is centered 0 Creating the ;.quired superiority in
-mainly on- pre-positioning large stockpiles of forces and means over the enemy in the
ammunition, POL (petroleum, oils and lubri- TSMk, in order to conduct the initial strate-
cants),-and other supplies in forward theater gic (ooerations successfully.
areas;-improving the road, rail, air, and water " izing the strategic initiative, achieving
transportation-links and facilities essential for vic .,ry in the initial operations and develop-
the movement of military units and materiel; ing efforts by the commitment of forces arriv-
prestocking -lines-of-communication repair ing from the interior."
and- reconstruction materials; designating and Superimposed on these goals-which the
preparing components of the Soviet and Fast weight of evidence to date suggests will re-
-European-national economy (hospitals, repair main unchanged over the next decade-is the
facilities, and so forth) to support the military continuing requirement to plan for the eni-
in time of war; establishing hardened com- ployment of nuclear weapx)ns by the enemy
mand posts -and communication facilities for and to meet the kinds of mobilization and de-
the controlof theater forces; and associated ployment demands such employment would
training-and-planning measures in -the mili- present. In addition, the perceived danger
-tary and national economy that-are all explic- posed to transx)rtation lines and facilities by
itly identified-by the Soviets as -integral to precision-guided munitions already fielded, as
strategic-deployment.'2 Clearly, the high com well as those projected for future introduc-
mands -of -forces established in two of the tion, will continue to grow as a major Soviet
three -theaters facing NAi'- play an impor- planning consideiation.
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Sotiet pLinnig for sti-alegic nitiveinent is pre -dicated on
die integraed m~e of *11forms of transpolrt. Rail will re-main-a critically important

meanis of strategic ni-ovemcntin many circumstances and the continuliggrowth-and
capability ofrilitur) trar .sport aviation is sig-rilicant in terms of transporting tailored

no torzed rifle or airborne- ligh tur arored forces.

Movement-and Rinocemen~ft tot ized rifle or airlborne light armored -forces.
Amiong the prindipal criteria for Soviet Additionally, the -potential of inland- water-

planners considering acteptable level (if con. ways and the waternmovement of forces-along
ventional- force dispositions would-be (hc poK- maritime axes is -not insignificant -from the
tential for establishing operational groupings Soviet planners' perspective." The role ai
capable-of meeting the above requirements, -relative contributions of various -types of
While not minimizing tie potential problems transportation mneans-have been examined
involved, Soviet planners judge that even and reexamined -by Soviet planners-in the
limiited Soviet transport resources-ia a peni- 1970S and 1980s." W7\hile all movement
(Sd of threat-preceding wat-tould reCLtablish mneans have advantages and limnitations, it-is a
sizable comibat forces in the forwaid area in a Soviet percept ion-thar units moving by
shoirt-ptriod of rimec thrugh a-combination of miarch, uinder their own -power and- with at.
covert and overt means, tachied mnotor transport means, will he-of crit-

Soviet--planning for strategic movement i6 ical importance. -indeed, it is a Soviet -plan-
predicated-on-the integrated use of all forms nin g assumption- that all Units located- in bor-
of transport. Rail will remnain a critically iin- der-umilitary districts-wvill move to the-forward
rurtant means of strategic movement in miany area by march."I
circtumstances-and the continuing jLrowth and Strategic heavy -lift -transpor ter -units would
capability oif military traib)rt a1viationl is sig- he particularly important in this- regard- and
nificant-in terms of transporting tailored mo- their present calpability serves to illuistrate
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this. That is, if approximately two-thirds of ing this means of-strategic tansport, the sub.
the 3,500 heavy equipment transporters now stantial speed and-inherent flexibility it-pos-
assigned to strategic -transporter regiments sesses, and its ability to deliver rested,
were assigned to support the Western TSMA, combat-capable maneuver units to forward
any of the following force packages could be arems, heavy lift units would likely receive even
moved from the western Soviet Union to East more emphasis in a post-reduction Europe. A
Germany in 72 hours, or, perhaps, in less- substantial increase- in the size of this suategic
that half that-time:" transport force could be made quickly and rela-

* More than 50 tank or BMP-equipped tively cheaply. Thus, the potential for rapid re-
motorized rifle battalions. inforcenent represented by this-transport mode

* Ten tank regiments or 10 BMPequipped- alone may give Soviet planners reduction and
motorized rifle regiments. reinforcement options that are-not immediately

- Two or-three tank or motorized rifle di- apparent to Western obervers.
visions. Dramatic increases in Soviet movement

• One or two "new-army corps"-plus some and reinforcement -capabilities- are possible in
20 tank or motorized rifle-battalions. the near term as-a consequence of new tech-

* Tens of thousands of metric tons of bulk nological innovations. Soviet Lieutenant
supply items,-such as ammunition, POL, and- General M. M. -Kir'yan and- others--have
so forth. pointed to the potential of--wing-in-ground

The prospect of a-limited-or-perhaps (WIG)--technology for the transport oflarge
sweeping--reorganization -of Sovietrmaneuver ,nilitary-cargos)0 The Sovies -underscore -the
units may focus Soviet attention- (urther on- speed, heavy loads and modest-fiiel consutnp-
small unit reinforcement-options-such as the- tion associated with-low-flying WIG craft, as
option indicated in the-first point above, well as-their capability to travel as easily-over

ground-as water- and to negotiate high Obsta-
.- tes. Combining the characteristics of aircraft

Even a super~ilexamnation of' and ships, these- vehicles may-be involved inSovet capabilctiesn thisregardihowever, the land- and sea-transport of both tactical
suggests that substantial conventionalf units and-materiel.reductions may well be acceptable to S. Overall, reinforcement potential by indi-retplrmsca wefitacepaleto - vidual or- integrated trunsportn-means will -ex-paes sabsge rwitevauatingep- ercise amajor influence on- the size ofcon-

pred for grup ingotime arfdcdesis lory- ventional force reductions or reorganizationsed force groupingsin -timeofcis or war. Soviet -planners -may consider and on -post-
reduction/reorganization military capabilities.
Computer simulations designed to evaluate a

That is, a Soviet force-restructuring effort spectrum-of reduction variants and transport
centered on the creation -of corps and-brigades combinations are-esenual fo--better defining
with subordinate battalions-as -some evi- Soviet options and pespectives.2 ' Evena su-
dence suggests-may beunderway--would fir- perficial examination of Soviet-capabilities in
ther increasethe utility-of reinforcement by this regard, however, suggests-that substantial
battalion increment, since the battalion conventional force reductions -may wellbe-ac-
would comprise the basic building- blocl; of ceptable to Soviet planners-charged-with
larger tactical -units and operational-tactical- evaluating approaches for reestablishing- for-
formations. ward deployed force-groupings in time of crisis

Given the extreme difficulty in in-erdict, or war.
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4 ,1; r A

It is a Soy tper itomi dmi vus nwoving by march, under their own power
and widsth. tche moa ortrnport means, %Vl be of critical importance.

Indeed, it is a Sow ep~nnwg =umption that all-uni& located in border miii ry
Skricis v.0move to the fci-waxtI area-by march.

Pre-positioning survivability would be desirable from the So-
The pre-positiorkirig of equipment aad sup- viet planners' perspective, as would the ima-

plies, as noted-above, is part of the SUVikt ap- provcment of local transportation means to-
proach to preparing TSMAs for the conduct provide-fortheir timnely movement to field 1o-
of military operations. Its purfKose, of course, cations in a period of threat.
is to minimize transport requirements in in The-pre-positioning- of unit-configured
environment of widespread interdictiun, to equipment- sets to be m-anned-by troops intro-
minimize the many competing icax-sport re- duced -into the forward area -could, of course,
quirements asociated with mobilization or reduce movement requireniwnts substantially.
war and to- improve the speed of operational It is in this area that new Soviet pre-
deployment and ztimely commitment of forc.e positioning initiatives wvould;be most likely.
groupings.-" With major fuce reductions and There is-anlle precedent for t he Soviets cre-
the consequent requirement to rapidly reeb- ating SUch1-force packages. and their extensive
tablish operational-grouping5 under-the threat creation in connection with--troop with-
of enemy interdiction, pre-positioning in drawals- may constitute all attractive Soviet
some respects would grow in importance. option." While maneuver -unit equipment
Currently, pre-positioned logistic stockpiles in sets would clearly be good- candidates for pre-
TSMAs opposite NATO are capable of bup- positionfing, it is probable that-engineer, re-

= porting many weeks of operationz-by-the large pair and technical support, ziedical and other
theater combined arms forces now allocated support- unit sets would-b~e -pre-positioned as

= to each theater. While the conoinuecdrnainte, well.
nance of these -orward deployed stocks would
be essential, their further increase would Military Mobilization -System
probably nut be required should there be aI T1he Soviet mobilizato :ystem is intended
post.INF Treaty reduction of maneuver and to provide-within hours,-of the notification
support units.-However, the hardening and of a -general mobilization -1iundreds of thou-
dispersal-of- some stocks to provide for their sands-of-reservists and eqluipment items of all
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computers -Die -only now beginning to be em-
The pre-positioning of ployed in this role anti not very effectively."

unit-configured equipment sets to be It is likely that- new emphasis would be placed
manned by troops introduced into the on fully automating thle commtissariat system,
forward area could, of course, reduce particularly in-border military districts. Far

movements rquirements substandally. more careful-attention would be given to
.. There is ample precedent for the Soviets identifying military specialists and general

creating such force packages. troops required-for earl y call-up, with those
reservist- personnel- needed to constitute key
combat and -support units predesignated and
periodically trained to ain extent that greatly

types to units and-formitions throughont the exceedls current standards. Special categories
armed forces. After bringing designated of highly trainied-rcservists designated for early
reduced-strength--active units tip to full call-up would-probably be created, and partial
strength and -creating those immediately mo1bilization exercises would be held more
needed new- units,- the system would Lie fo- frequently and-be-imore demanding. The peni-
cusftd on-tile coin tinued-generation andi build. odic movement -of personnel and selected
up of cadre and-new units and the inohiliza- units to-koward deplOymient areas in Eastern
tion of reservists-and equipmnent from tile na- Europe and-theIxrde- military districts would
tional economy. With subsrtntial conventional probably ph~y-a-growing role in such exercises.
force reductons-iantlhe-fonv ,irdi area or the Sovi- Rescivist training overaull--which accord-
cc Union itwlf,-adjumttrns to the mnohilization ing to some reports is uneven and often
system IMY-also bL forthcoming. inadequate--wot ld rece~ive newv emphasis,

While-speed; -secrecy and efficiency in mo- particularly- ifSoviet forces were reduced and
bilization-have-always-been emphasized, they not simply relocated. The reported poor per-
would acquire -a-special character in I post- formance o~f conscript!) (and reservists) in Af-
reduction-cenviron-rment. -Additional emphasis ghanistan-suggests that preinduction traininig
would be-placed on-the-initial, incremental, under lXSAA13-a-Russian acronyin for Vol-
covert mobilization- of forces, and a host of untary Society -for Cooperation with the
tailored ri skirvIu(dcception) measures de- Army, Air Force-and Navy--may he upgrad-
signed to disguise -mobhilizationi and deploy- cc] as-well, if a-smaller force were to be mict
mntt through -their various stages. A number effective in the early stages of conflict.17 lvenl
of Soviet sources -have. suggested what such recognizing- the demographic -problems in-
measures-might-comprise. 14 bonbincd with a volved, the-prospects- of -reinstating a three-
strategic deployment -systeml designed for thle year term of* service f'ol- S0ome giou~nd force
surge gecainoiocsin a. short period of cncit a-b ~lered. It is mnost til-

time, the Soviet--goal- of "fretlling and likely that Soviet -planniers wouild accept to-
over taking" enemny strategic deployment day's lcvels -of ieservi%c nd -conscript training
might he achieved,_ even with a substantial as adequate-ford snmaller force in the futuire.
reduction-of forces-in the forward area. Rela- Overall, thlre-is-a spectrum of Soviet op-
tive- enemy itohi lizat ion -andi deployment ca- tions for mteeting-strategic deployment goals
pahilicies- are, o_&course,_ an explicitly noted in a fliture-enivironment shaped by new bat-
element of&Movit-caikulations in this regird."' cefield technologies, -te troictuied forces, and

D~espite thle ohvmolus idvantages of euil- onetnl i-srduin.Soviet opera,
piurer rcchrv'logyint the-upt. ration of military rional-grupiig.,witcaI .1detitiate level-, of tr-ain-,
commissarims, Soviet -lmcor atuie suggests iht imig could he rampidb- fielIded and comiied--
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even with substantial fo.rce reduc.tions/ conventional arms cut, in which Soviet untm
relocations in forward theater areas. Such were not just relocated, but deactivated or
strategic deployment could be accomplished placed in cadre status. Finally, while analo-
through a corihination of existing and im- gous measures could be undertaken to offset
proved strategic transportation means, cur- the deactivation of indigenous, non-Soviet,
rent pre-,ositioning practices and-new initia- Wirsw Pact forces, it is-probable that Soviet
tives centered on the creation 'of unit- planners would look more- closely at the con-
configured equipment sets, and adjustments tingencies existing in the mid.1960s, when
to the mobilization system and- associated the necd to establish-force groupings incorpo.
training -measures. Similar options -could be rating far less effective Warsaw Pact forces
implemented in response to a broader Soviet was preeminent in Soviet war planning. I
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CIIAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF STRATEGIC MOBILITY

While the US maintains a significant capability in its

strategic mobility triad, is that capability appropriate and

sufficient? Recent international developments along with

fiscal constraints have elevated the concern over whether our

strategic mobility capability is sufficient. This final chap-

ter analyzes the current elements of strategic mobility. The

strengths and weaknesses of each leg of the triad are addressed

in light of the changing world situaition. Other relevant

factors that are external to mobility but significantLy impact

it are also discussed. The analysis of all these factors leads

to the conclusion that emphasis is stiLL needed on improving US

strategic mobility, especially for the future.

Strategic Mobilit Triad

Emphasis is still needed on the elements of our

strategic mobility forces and the organization that puts those

elements into action. A closer look at recent world develop-

ments such as arms control discussions and the changing threat

also demonstrates a continued need fc,: Lhis emphasis. First an

examination of issues related to airlift, sealift, and

prepositioning is necessary.
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Airlift Shortfall

The US has a commitment to provide 10 divisions and 60

tactical fighter squadrons in 10 days for the reinforcement of

NATO, but it could not meet that requirement in 30 days. If

the requirement were translated into million ton-miles per day

(MTM/D), some mobility experts would estimate it from 125 to

150 MTM/D. 1 The airlift needed to reach other theaters, such

as 98 MTM/D for Southwest Asia, also exceeds the fiscally

constrained goal of 66 MTM/D..
2

With the current capacity at 49 MTM/D and the prospect

for any real increase over a decade away, emphasis is still

needed on strategic airlift. Granted a NATO scenario is less

likely. But other theaters of the world still require

considerable airlift over our existing capability. Even an

operation such as Just Cause in Panama strained our airlift

assets, and that operation was done at a location where we had

some existing support and a sustainment base.

Despite the shortfall, the existing strategic lift has

suffered from its association with undesirable military inter-

vention in the third world. Some federal lawmakers have

continued to neglect strategic airlift because it allows US

involvement in distant places where there is a lack or

perceived lack of security interests worth fighting for. 3 Air-

lift does not cause intervention though, it is the result of a

political decision.
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When the decision is made to use US Lorces around th.:

world, airlift provides nearly 100 percent of tlhe cargo dnd
4

people in the first 15 days of hostilities. 4The Civil. Reserve

Air Fleet (CRAF) is still an essential element of that

strategic airlift. It would transport 95 percent of the

passengers and 35 percent of the cargo in the early days of a
5

deployment. But, problems exist in taking full advantage of

the CRAF cargo carrying capability because of a lack of ground

support equipment and material handling equipment in overseas

theaters. The CRAF should maintain a ready pool of air

deliverable equipment for rapid deploymLent to overseas offload

airports.6 If our airlift assets cannot meet the challenges

ahead, the sealift system will receive even more pressure.

Sealift Shortfalls

Airlift is unquestionably the right choice fo: rapid

projection of limited forces and equipment. Seal.ift is slower,

but clearly the most cost-effective choice for transporting

large quantities of equipment and material. Past experience

demonstrates just how critical sealift is to sustaining forces

beyond the initial stages of a conflict. In bot-h the Korean

and Vietnam conflicts, the resupply of Israeli forces in 1973,

and the Falklands War, the bulk of the material transported to
7

support ground and air units went by sea.

Past conflicts have demonstrated, and current global

events make it imperative, that the US reverse the marked

decline in overall seali.ft assets that will support its forces
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in the future. This trend, which impacts our national

security, will be difficult and slow to reverse due to several

key factors. All three major sources of US strategic sealift

face significant problems.

The first two sources of sealift are owned by the US

government. The Navy's Military Sealift Command (MSC) and the

US Maritime Administration. The latter maintains an inactive

fleet consisting of the National Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF)

and the Ready Reserve Force (RRF).8

Due to the progressive deterioration of our merchant

marine, the MSC was formed by the Secretary of the Navy in

1984. At that time, he designated strategic sealift as a

primary mission of the US Navy, in addition to sea control and

power projection. But total reliance upon the Navy for

strategic sealift is not feasible and was never intended as a

solution. MSC contracts for commercial services and hires

merchant crews. The purpose of the Navy's program is to ensure

sufficient assets are available to meet surge and prepositioned
9

requirements.

The surge requirement is met through the use of eight

fast sealift ships (SL-7s), which were recently converted into

33-knot cargo carrying vessels. Three to five of these ships

could deliver all of the supplies and equipment needed by a

mechanized division to Southwest Asia in 11 to 12 days, or

cross the Atlantic in 3 to 5 days.
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The prepositioning requirement consists of 25 ships

loaded and positioned around the world. Thirteen of these

ships support the Marines with the maritiir- repositioning

ships (MPS) program, and 12 support the other services with the

afloat prepositioning force (APP). These are critical assets

in scenarios that include short notice deployments, and they

are contracted by the MSC from civilian ship companies.

The second source of strategic sealift is the NDRF,

which was created at the end of World War II when the US

government placed 1,400 merchant ships in mothball maritime

storage. The idea was to preserve them and allow a speedy
10

reactivation in time of national emergency. But the fleet

has dwindled to only 200 ships and reactivation time has been

estimated between 30 and 60 days for preparation. The present

fleet is old and quickly deteriorating beyond

use--approximately 50 NDRF ships will be scrapped in the near

future. As a result of these problems, the Ready Reserve Force

(RRF) was created. These ships of the NDR , are maintained in a

higher state of readiness and composed of vessels with the most

military value.

The NDRF and its RRF face two critical problems. The

first is the substantial expense of maintaining an idle fleet

of ships in an operational state of readiness. The funds to

continue this program will be difficult to obtain and

necessitate painful 'rad:-oEfs given the reality of decreasing

budgets. The second problem is not having enough seafarers to
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man the NDRF, RR, and the US commercial fleet. One study

concluded that almost one-half o( the RRF vessels will be
I1

without crews in 1991 if mobilized. So, more funds to

increase the size of our government-owned maritime fleets, as

we did in the 1980s, is not the answer.

The one viable solution to these problems is a

healthier US merchant marine industry. We have pumped billions

of dollars into an area that can be operated more efficiently

by the private sector. But before our maritime industry can be

turned around and compete successfully, some of the competitive

imbalances must be corrected. These corrections will also

require federal funds, but should help produce a long-term

solution to our strategic sealift shortages by developing a

competitive maritime industry.

Programs are essential that offer subsidies to offset

the difference between US and foreign costs for operating

merchant ships. Additionally, programs that offer incentives

to build militarily useful vessels and to give private

operators of militarily useful ships priorities in gaining

12defense cargo contracts are needed. The new National Sealift

Policy is an essential. first step that will provide the

guidelines for the return of a healthy maritime industry. DOD

resources alone are insufficient; it is a national problem that

will require coordinated action between the government and

private industry.
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Prepositioning

This part of the mobility triad can be an important

third leg-up. Its immediate availability or close proximity to

the potential conflict makes it the strong third arm of

strategic mobility. These prepositioned assets equate to

in-place forces which only have to be married up with their

troops. Airlifting combatant personnel to their equipment is

faster and avoids long convoys and troop concentrations which

make lucrative enemy interdiction targets. The airlift sorties

saved through prepositioned equipment during the initial days

of a conflict allow additional flexibility at the most critical

time. 1 3 Politically, prepositioning provides tangible evidence

of US security commitment in whatever region they are placed.

In spite of these advantages, prepositioned materials

present several problems: they are vulnerable to air, ground,

and sea attack; they are very expensive because two sets of

equipment are required, one prepositioned and one for training

in the US; and expensive storage facilities are required. In

addition, afloat prepositioned ships are expensive to maintain

as are climate controlled POMCUS warehouses in Europe, and they

reduce flexibility of units with prepositioned equipment to

respond to crises worldwide. Gaining and maintaining necessary

host-nation access to store our assets overseas is also a

problem. 14

However, given these problems, prepositioning plays a

key role in our balanced approach to strategic mobility.
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Without it, the trade off in air and sealift sorties to move

that amount of equipment in the required time would be cost

prohibitive.

Relevant Factors

In addition to the issues just addressed concerning the

strategic mobility triad, other relevant factors point up the

need for increased emphasis on strategic mobility. In that

regard, the following section highlights challenges to the

newly established US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) and

Army equipment trends. Finally, this section addresses the

effects of direct delivery, warning time, possible force

reductions, and Soviet mobilization capabilities on our own

strategic mobility posture.

USTRANSCOM Challenges

The mission of US Transportation Command is to provide

global land, sea, and air transportation to meet national

security needs. USTRANSCOM became fully operational in October

1988, but formal recommendations to combine transportation

organizations first appeared in the Hoover Commission Report.1 5

After the Hoover Commission, several key events led to

the establishment of USTRANSCOM. In 1978, the federal

government conducted a mobility exercise, Nifty Nugget, in

response to a simulated conventional attack by Warsaw Pact

forces in Europe. The results included 400,000 troops killed

in the first few weeks as they ran out of all types of

ammunition. Supplies were still waiting at US ports or
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floating on ships in the Atlantic when the e×xrcis.;c euded ifter
16

21 days. The exercise highlighted the absence of a system to

prioritize the supported commands' requirements and with no

coordination of requirements, in one case, airlift planners

received 27 validated requests for deploying the same unit to

27 different locations.
17

As a result of Nifty Nugget, the JCS established the

Joint Deployment Agency (JDA) to integrate plans and procedures

for major deployments and to develop an automated data

processing system with a common data base. The JDA was

unsuccessful in creating a Joint Deployment System because of

its lack of authority. The JDA's failure prompted congres-

sional and presidential commissions to assess the problems.

Their efforts led to National Security Decision Directive 219

which created a unified transportation command.

USTRANSCOM is improving the joint coordination of

transportation planning and execution. 19 It is accomplishing

this by integrating over 100 separate major data processing

systems into a Global Transportation Network (GTN).20 The GTN

is the key. If fully capable, it will be able to track

mission-essential troops and material with total visibility

from origin to overseas destinations and return. USTRANSCOM is

still building the command, control, communications, and

computer system that will provide the ability to interact with

a number of transportation-related systems in the civil,

federal, DOD, and allied secLors.
21
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Until USTRANSCOM can solve the GTN challenye, there is

little hope it will be able to use the precious lift assets in

the most efficient manner. Besides this challenge, USTRANSCOM

must hope for a timely mobilization decision and ensure that

deploying units continue to refine their movement
22

requirements. With scarce strategic lift resources,

TRANSCOM's limitations are amplified.

Army Equipment Trends

An additional stress on strategic lift is the increase

in weight of Army units. Since 1980, Army mechanized divisions

are 40 percent heavier, the 101st Air Assault Division is 90

percent bigger, and the 82nd Airborne Division is 29 percent

heavier.23 The current 66 MTM/D goal for strategic airlift was

established in 1981 when a congressionally mandated mobility

study set the goal based on considerably lighter Army units.

Even the Army's light divisions now require 5 percent more lift

than they did in 1985. These weight gains also impact our

sealift forces.
24

Another problem that puts pressure on airlift resources

is the Army's inattention, until recently, to airlift
25

considerations when designing weapons and equipment. For

example, larger replacement jeeps require almost twice the

C-141 sorties to deliver the same number overseas. The Bradley

fighting vehicle requires partial disassembly prior to placing

in a C-141.
26
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The problems with weight and design in US Army units

have put ever increased pressure on an already over-tasked

airlift capability. The Army recognized its weight problems

and created the light infantry division. The light division

weighs 59 percent of an airborne division and 14 percent of a

mechanized division. The difficulty with light divisions is

that with their limited firepower and ability to maneuver, many

believe they are "too light to fight." 
2 7

Direct Delivery

Regardless of whether additional aircraft are procured

to reduce the strategic mobility airlift shortfall, there is

still military utility in acquiring the C-17. The greatest

benefit comes from its direct delivery capability--the ability

to quickly deliver a decisive amount of troops and equipment
28

very near the battle area.

Direct delivery offers the benefits of increased time,

increased capability, efficiency, and operational flexibility

when confronting an enemy. 2 9  These bc-nefits give the C-17

military utility by being able to deliver outsized heavy

firepower to confront an enemy as far forward as possible.
3 0

Other military utility provided by the C-17 includes reduced

life cycle costs, greater haul capability than current airlift

aircraft based on higher utilization rates, greater throughput

capability at large, medium, or small airfield ramp areas, and
31

the elimination of the need for transshipment of cargo.

While the C-17 will improve the airlift leg of strategic
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mobility, it is just as important because of the direct

delivery capability it provides when projecting cohibat power.

Warning Tjime

Recently a considerable amount of discussion has

focused on warning times, particularly in Europe. Reports in

the Washington Post contend that the Warsaw Pact is incapable

of quickly launching a massive attack and that NATO would have

33 to 44 days of warning time prior to a major, sustained
32

attack. If this contention were true, how would it affect

our strategic mobility forces?

Warning time is of value only if it is acted upon with

a timely political decision to begin mobilization. History

shows that the US's political leadership tries to use a number

of means to avoid conflict. Every avenue from political

dialogue to economic pressure is used. After other means have

been pursued to reach an acceptable solution, how much of the

warning time will be left? It was 10 years ago when the Soviet

Union surprised the world by effectively deploying 85,000

troops with equipment to Afghanistan in one week.33

Force Reductions

The 23 nations from NATO and the Warsaw Pact involved

in negotiations on reducing conventional forces in Europe (CFE)

have agreed in principle on a ceiling of 195,000 troops for

each side in Central Europe. If this agreement is finalized

and the US commitment to NATO remains at 10 divisions for

reinforcement, then the number of troops and equipment the US
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will provide through strategic mobility will iticrease.34 Some

contend that an increase in warning -ime will give sealift the

time to move the men and material needed. As discussed earlier

though, warning time is of little value if decisions are not

made in a timely manner.

A CFE agreement may balance troops in the

Atlantic-to-the-Urals zone, but it is much easier to move

Soviet divisions across the Urals than to reinforce NATO across

the Atlantic. For this reason, NATO must ensure that the

Warsaw Pact is limited in the number of large stockpile areas

it can maintain in Europe and that verification measures are

instituted to increase unambiguous warning time for NATO.35

Force reductions also create problems with sustainabil-

ity. Currently, NATO is significantly below the 45-day

requirement for modern munitions and air-to-air missiles.

Creating a larger deployment requirement for the strategic

mobility forces means that it will be longer before those

forces can satisfy the sustainability needs of NATO. Thus,

sustainability or strategic lift deiicienciec could contribute

to the outbreak of war by reducing the deterrent effect of

N7ATO's conventional posture. ,,36

Soviet Mobilization Capabilities

As reduced numbers cf conventional forces in Europe

become a reality we most continualjy evaluate our stratEgic

mobility capabilities agains . the changing threat. A key
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ingredient to the changing threat is the Soviet capabilities in

strategic deployment of their forces.

Over the past decade, Soviet writings on strategic

deployment contain new principles that stress planning based on

speed, secrecy, and deception. This mobilization system is

designed to be one of quick reaction and draws on the Soviet

Union's large reserve military manpower base plus earmarked
37

transport vehicles and equipment from the national economy.

Increased emphasis on training these reserve personnel (many of

whom may be today's regular troops) and covert mobility

exercises may have a significant impact on the time it takes

the Soviets to put an effective fighting force on the front

line. Reserve manpower pools and transportation equipment with

dual use in their national economy will be difficult to

negotiate and even tougher to verify.

Soviet capabilities in strategic movement are well

diversified and depend on all forms of transport--rail, inland

waterways, units marching under their own power as well as air

and land military transport. Areas receiving emphasis since

the 1970s include improving the road, rail, and water

transportation links, and hardening communication facilities

for controlling theater forces. These means of fast and

flexible strategic deployment can deliver rested combat vnits

to forward areas quickly. 3 8  These capabilities may suggest

that substantial conventional force reductions may well be

acceptable to Soviet planners and negotiators.
39
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Conclusion

Emphasis on strategic mobility is not only still

needed, but that emphasis has become more important with the

rapidly changing world situation. As the threat changes, many

of the factors previously used for planning and determining our

state of readiness become less reliable. As potential

adversaries change size, location, and capabilities, so must

our ability to deploy, employ, and sustain forces. Many of

these uncertainties and instabilities require an even stronger

strategic mobility triad than in a mnore stable yet higher

threat environment.

Military and civilian decisionnakers must remain

acutely aware that flexibility, redundancy, and survivability

are the products of a balanced mobility triad. These factors

are of even greater value when expected loss rates are applied

against our mobility forces. Maintaining st-rength in each arm

of the triad may be what makes the difference against the

uncertainty and fog of the next war. "Wars are won by having

the right stuff, at the right place, at the right time."

As the problems facing our strategic mobility

capabilities are addressed, new and reoccurring variables must

be included in the equation. Force reductions, changing

warning times, new third world threats, tentative host-nation

prepositioning agreements, and a variety of other issues must

be considered.
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In addition, some old 'strategic mobility problems

persist. These concerns and shortfalls were addressed in this

study with expert opinions reviewed and some solutions

proposed. Airlift, sealift, and prepositioning forces are

large, complex, and very expensive. Therefore, proposed

courses of action to keep this triad balanced and effective are

also expensive. Meeting these expenses will be an increasingly

difficult task as the budget continues to shrink and the

inevitable painful trade-offs become necessary.

In spite of these challenges, history demands a

credible strategic mobility capability in a constant state of

readiness. From warning time to first deployment: Just

Cause--40 hours; Urgent Fury--96 hours; and Yom Kippur, after

assistance was requested--48 hours. Regardless of its state of

readiness, a force that can't be projected and sustained where

it's needed is a hollow force.
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